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"The Dymaxion Map reveals a One-World Island in a One-World Ocean," wrote Buckminster Fuller.
The "One-World" proiection highlights the relationships among all nations and cultures of the world
rather than one that emphasizes anificial boundaries between them. Symbolic tools, world maps help to
shape our PercePtion ofEarth. In order to make such a representation, every world map projeition must
make certain compromises as information is transferred from the spherical globe to a flat surface. With
this in mind, educator, engineer, architect, author, cartographer, urd futuriJt Buckminster Fuller set out
to develop the world's most accurate two-dimensional representation capable of revealing maior trends
in world affairs. Fuller's mind's eye saw a "one-Town Air-ocean world,, planet Earth. The Fuller
Projection, DymaxionrNrAir-ocean world, developed by Fuller with Robeit Grip and christopher
Kitrick, is now updated by the Buckminster Fuller Institute using the distinguished cartographic services
of R.R. Donnelley & Sons. courtesy, Buckminster Fuller Instituie, Santa Birbara.
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From the Editor: pacific turbulence

Today, economic, political, and cultural
systems that share little common sense

turn and face each other around a pre-
historic ocean that-ringed with the
earthquakes and volcanic fire of collid-
ing continental plates-after 175 mil-
lion years still refuses to be pacific.

This Architecture California fo-
cuses on the transforming built environ-
ment in the Pacific nations, revisiting
the claims of modernism that fed archi-
tects' aspirations for internationalism in
the early decades of this century. Here,
Fredric Jameson's characterization of
postmodernism as "the cultural logic of
late capitalism" finds fresh validity.

The featured authors address two
key points. The first point: new rela-
tionships of production are emerging
with the end of the Cold lVar and the
destruction of socialism's achievements
as well as its dreams. U.S. corporations
hope for a warm reception in Siberia
and an open door to the Asian-Pacific
Economic Cooperation forum. China
ousts the Beiying McDonalds in favor of
Hong Kong funded development and
seeks admission to the $7orld Trade Or-
ganization. As the Pacific nations rene-
gotiate market relationships in the
globalizing design and building indus-
tries, "border crossing" becomes the
rule-from the multinational, multi-dis-
ciplinary transactions undertaken by the
Ove Arup Partnership to the fine-de-
tailed organizing of India's Mahila

Milan pavement dwellers who cross
their cast confines to build housing.

The second point: after-modern de-
sign theory offers little to guide cross-
cultural practice. Yatsuka deliberates
the responsibilities of border-crossing
design practice, dissatisfied with the
false dilemma of whether to "speak"
international style or localese. Pu Miao
testifies to the loss of any authentic ver-
nacular or modernist inheritance in the
cultural vacuum created by China's so-

cialist experiments. Yatsuka and Miao
reject both the new internationalism
and the "affectations" of nationalist
culture. Shen's ethical humanistic ap-
proach rests in the opportunity for his-
toric preservation in Singapore, an all
too rare occurrence since 600 parcels
of "public" land in Shanghai are being
turned under, privatized for the largest
urban redevelopment proiect ever un-
dertaken in world history. Davids re-
minds us that this tumult occurs all
along the Rim, and he embraces a col-
lage of international influences with
particular local histories and practices.

Integrating the two points is
Brechin's recollection of the Pacific as

Mare Nostrum (Our Ocean): The story
of imperial San Francisco-like that of
Britain-prefigures the perpetual
redivision of lands and resources that

Pangaea, the supercontinent, 250 million years ago. "Ring of Fire" of tremors caused by shifting plates.
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Hong Kong, August 7970. Sketch, A. Quincy
Jones, FAIA.

order. Thus, the potential of industri-
alized building systems (with their
parsimonious "style") was charged
with a fervor for egalitarianism. In
many non-European countries, a me-
diation between socialist realism and
indigenous cultures was theorized in
design. Let us not discard the Allende
enterprise that unleashed unprec-
edented cultural vigor in Chile until
the song writers were assassinated, or
the Chinese bicycle cities that spread
across the land until bike congestion
obstructed new "nonped-estrianized"
corridors. If the early experimenrs ar
market planning have failed, must we
accept postmodernism theory's eclipse
of debate over the lessons we might
learn? Were we certain of
modernism's sins on Stalin Allee in
Berlin, we would not reproduce them.

As another round of conquest oc-
curs, geographic and cultural bound-
aries are temporal and arbitrary, and
we have little more than self-benefit to
guide us. The New International Style

-an export of late modernism like
Nestle's formula-cannor be ad-
equately challenged by sensitivity to lo-
cal clime that will be sacrificed for the
right price, or specificity of program
that may change over night, or adapta-
tion to cultural motifs that have always
registered the overlord's power.

There is no longer an explicit op-
position to empire: both idealistic capi-
talism and anticolonial socialism are in
theoretical and practical retreat.
Rather, our leaders offer free play for
the market and its cultural signifiers.
This places even greater importance on
the role of consciousness and criticism:
As we daily strive to make a living as
architects, some utopian impulse must
carry us forward. In this light, the re-
cording of inhumanity and the expres-
sion of hope are place holders for an
alternative international practice.

Lian Hurst Mann, AIA

Human "cages" in Kowloon, Hong Kong, 1994.
Photo, Lian Hurst Mann, AIA.

drives the mandate to "civilize."
Brechin exposes expansion as con-
quest: social Darwinism professes the
explicit superiorities of manifest des-
tiny, naming and blaming the victims.

In the void produced by ignoring
Modernism's socialist sub-text, old
debates reemerge over the relative
merits of narrow nationalism versus
cultural imperialism as design ap-
proaches. Have we forgotten that
many nations and their arrists soughr
escape from imperialism and turned to
socialism as the prime modernizer, ad-
vancing a redistributive national lib-
eration agenda? The early internation-
alist movement in architecture sought
a fundamental break with the exisring
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Mare Nos/ruml
San Francisco's Reach

Gray Brechin

Saving the world's rainforests, its indig-
enous peoples, or dolphins without un-
derstanding the dynamics of urbaniza-
tion is like treating the symptoms of
AIDS without identifying the disease.
Attempted cures in both instances will
prove futile. 'While the virus afflicting
individuals was quickly named, that
which is killing a planet understandably
remains unknown.

Cities have had good press long be-
fore the printing press was invented.
Cities are, after all, the centers of com-
munication, and a lot more besides. A
secure city accumulates capital and
knowledge, it generates inventions and
creates art and fashion. Those who
speak for it can claim that the city is the
motor of civilization itself. Civilization,
no matter how barbaric, is whatever
those who control the media say it is.

Italians have traditionally under-
stood the city as part of a larger whole.
They speak of the cittd and its contado,
i.e., the city and the land that sustains
it. Ideally, the two constitute a mutually
beneficial relationship; in reality-espe-
cially as the city grows to imperial sta-
tus-the relationship between the city
and its contado ceases to be symbiotic
and becomes parasitic. A near synonym
for contado is the city's dominio, mak-
ing explicit the hinterland's submissive
role.

When a town attains the size of a

Iarge modern city, its inhabitants lose

any sense of their responsibility to the
contado and its people. That is the
nature of the Imperial city-a center of
power which employs remote control to
hold an enormous territory by implied

and actual force. Over the past five
hundred years, a few cities have been
able to claim nations as their contados,
fewer still overseas empires. Think of
the super-city. then, as an immense
whirlpool, at the heart of which are the
financial, administrative, and media
centers and the few families which con-
trol them.

In the late eighteenth century, Eu-
ropeans began to learn how to use the
mathematical and physical discoveries
of the past century to create machinery
giving them unprecedented power over
nature. As energy from the British coal
fields surged into London, the capital
began to sprawl across the land as no
city before had done. lfith the advan-
tage of a jump-start in mechanical dis-
coveries and in weapons development,
London became both the first modern
city and the headquarters of the first
global empire. Its fundamental nature,
it seemed, was to grow-making those
who owned its land phenomenally
wealthy in the process. Two centuries
later, San Francisco Mayor Dianne
Feinstein could state as axiomatic that a

city that is not growing is a dying city.
Even as Dickens' London spread

along the Thames, a would-be chal-
lenger appeared on the edge of the hab-
itable world. The city of San Francisco
was born of imperial thrust. ln L846,
when a Mexican village stood alone at
Yerba Buena Cove, U.S. Army Scout

John C. Fremont named the opening to
San Francisco Bay " ChyrsoPylae
(golden gate)...on the same principle
that the harbor of Byzantium
(Constantinople afterwards) was called

6 ArcbitectureCalifornia



San Francisco Harbor, 1850. Courtesy, National Maritime Museum, San Francisco.

Chrysoceras (golden horn)." Fremont
imagined the site as destined to rival
Imperial Rome, a gateway for trade
between the Far East and Far'S7est.

Unfortunately for those who
wanted it, San Francisco Bay was then
owned by Mexico. The Mexican-
American STar, in which Fremont
played a starring role, resolved that
detail. As Mexico succumbed ro the
vastly superior power of its northern
neighbor, a fierce debate raged in the
Congress as to how much of its terri-
tory the U.S. should rake as repararion.
Many Congressmen wanted all of
Mexico, while others objected to ab-
sorbing a "degenerate" and Catholic
people along with their real estate. As
compromise, Mexico was paid $15
million dollars for its sparsely-inhab-
ited northern half, an offer it could not
refuse as long as its capital was occu-
pied by soon-to-be President Zachary
Taylor and his army.

The. newly-minted phrase "Mani-
fest Destiny" had served to justify the
war. Equally inspirational was a much
older line from a poem by Bishop
George Berkeley: "Westward the
course of empire takes its way." Many
Americans fervently believed the west-
ward expansion of the white, Anglo-

Saxon, or Aryan race to the Pacific was
the Lord's will. And God did seem ro
approve of the war, for gold was dis-
covered in California just a few days
before the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo was signed in 1848.

Suddenly, tens of thousands of for-
eigners poured into one of the remotest
areas of the world, and a city whose
owners had imperial pretensions of
their own appeared overnight at
Chrysopylae-the Golden Gate. With
such an influx, San Francisco real es-
tate offered extraordinary opporruni-
ties to speculators who arrived early
enough and with sufficient capital-
or superior skills of fraud-to acquire
swamps, dunes, and bay before anyone
else did.

San Franciscans wasted no time in
reshaping the topography to conform
to ownership maps. They energetically
leveled hills to fill the bay in a vain
attempt to achieve the ideal flatness of
paper. Yerba Buena Cove became the
financial district, the command point
which sent out rroops and technology
to transform the West and fuel the
city's lucrative growth. Following the
gold rush, the American frontier moved
east as well as west. Mining was, of
course, the first and foremost of

Nouember 1995 7



Mission Street Wharf, San Francisco c. 1900-1910.

California's industries, the very model
of extractive enterprise, and around it
grew up the compelling myths, as well
as the ethos, of 'Western culture. San
Franciscans soon began manufacturing
their own, improved machinery to ex-
ploit their contado.

Mining did produce some spec-
tacular fortunes, particularly after the
discovery of Nevada's Comstock Lode
in 1859. The silver of the Comstock fi-
nanced the building of the West's infra-
structure. Banks and exchanges were
formed to raise large amounts of capi-
tal for hard-rock mining and railroads;
they in turn concentrated and chan-
neled the flow of mineral wealth to a

few families who quickly declared
themselves the city's ancien regime.
Left behind for posterity to worry
about was the wreckage of the
Malakoff Diggings, the Sacramento
Valley dredge fields, and other scenes

of devastation, as well as the problem
of mercury wherever mining occurred.
Capital flowed too, to any industry
that would produce a quick and spec-

tacular profit; in the attitude towards
sequoias, soil, wildlife, water, and
people, the extractive ethic of mining
remained the same.

'Westerners have long assumed a

superior virtue for living close to na-
ture. Yet from the start, painters, po-
ets, and publicists celebrated the
Arcadian qualities of the Golden State
in order to sell and destroy them. The
West's literary magazine, The Ouer-
land Monthly, adopted the motto,
"Devoted to the development of the
country,?' and its articles consistently
trumpeted the wealth to be made from
exploiting the land. Newspapers were
no different. The whirlpool grew ever
wider.

As San Francisco expanded, so did
the zone of deforestation around it.
Redwoods fell en masse and were fed
into the city's planning mills to create
its famous Victorian houses, while the
bared soil where forests once stood slid
into the sea, causing ruinous floods.
\Tildlife, too, was exterminated in an
ever widening band to provision San
Francisco's restaurants and hotels; ot-
ters vanished along the coast while the
Alaska Commercial Company raided
the Pribiloff Islands for seal pelts.
Sugar plantations hit the Hawaiian
Islands like an ecological shock wave.
Natives were put to work on land until
recently their own, or shot for sport.

8 ArchitectureCalifornia
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Market Street. Courtesy, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley,

International boundaries are never
immutable, and San Francisco, like
New Orleans, became a launching pad
for privateers hoping to liberate Ha-
waii, Borneo, Nicaragua, Peru, and
various states of Mexico generally for
the U.S. and specifically for them-
selves. In 1853, Commodore Matthew
Perry's well-armed Black Ships forced
open the door to trade with Japan.
Three years later, Perry told the
American Geographical Society that
the westward course of empire com-
pelled the United Srates to move irs
western border to the eastern shore of
Asia. In short, the Pacific Ocean
would be the nation's Mare Nostrum
("Our Ocean"), and San Francisco its
Rome on the Pacific Rim. Small won-
der that while demanding the admis-
sion of California to the Union in
1850, Senator Seward claimed, "The
future of our empire hangs on the de-
cision of this day."

Militarism, metallurgy, and mining
are intimately connected in the building
of empires. Railroads built to exploit
the 'West's mines and speed its com-
merce served also to move troops about
in order to subdue its natives. 'When

the U.S. Circuit Court ruled in 1884
that hydraulic mining had to stop be-
cause of the environmental havoc it
was wreaking on California's interior,
San Francisco's Union Iron'STorks
shifted production from mining equip-
ment to battleships and heavy arma-
ments.

It took fifty years for the United
States to pacify and digest the conti-
nental contado which it had wrested
from Mexico in 1848. By 1893, its
leaders began to look for new lands
and islands. In that year of severe de-
pression, historian Frederick Jackson
Turner declared that the American
frontier-so essential to the national
character-had ceased to exist. Other

Nouember 199.t 9



pundits called for new markets, for
colonies like those of the European
powers, for a revival of racial virility
and of Manifest Destiny. I7illiam
Randolph Hearst, heir of a western
mining fortune, used his expanding
media empire to beat the war drums.
Later, he proudly claimed the Spanish-
American'War as his own. Under
Admiral Dewey's command, the Union
lron Works' warships were instrumen-
tal in acquiring the Philippines in 1898
and in fulfilling Commodore Perry's
prophecy of oceanic empire. In the
same year, Hawaii was annexed as a
coaling station.

The newspapers of San Francisco
were ecstatic about the new Pacific em-
pire. The Cbronicle, in particular, ran
frequent articles on the opportunities
for fortunes to be made in gold, coal,
sugar, hemp, and hardwoods, as well

as cheap labor and the limitless markets
of the Asian mainland. Filipinos, unfor-
tunately, felt betrayed by their
liberators. An estimated five thousand
American troops and as many as a
million Filipinos died before a sort of
peace settled on the scorched islands.

Teddy Roosevelt and others in-
sisted that effeminacy and hesitance
had no place in the American character.
Manifest Destiny had returned for a

vigorous encore. Seventy years before
Mayor Feinstein claimed that a city
could only grow or die, San Francisco
historian Hubert H. Bancroft approv-
ingly wrote, "Upon a new hypothesis
the nations of the earth become divided
into two parts: those which are living
and those which are dying. The ques-
tion of survival becomes paramount
among all kingdoms and common-
wealths. \7hich are to live and which

Ferry Building, San Francisco, c. 1925. National Maritime Museum.
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I

earth's "food, lighr, and air," its vital
signs are faltering as surely as those of
a patient covered with Kaposi's lesions.
The euphemisms change, obscuring the
cause of the planet's critical illness.

Excerpts from a talk giuen at tbe Head-
lands Center that first appeared in the
Center journal in 1991.

Civic Center Bird's Eye View, 1912. College of Environmental Design Documents collection, UCB

are to die and be devoured by the oth-
ers? To live there musr be food and
light and air, which implies land which
again implies war, conquest, subjuga-
tion, and extermination." The histori-
an's sentiments were, in fact, common
in the mainstream press at the time; the
terms Anglo-Saxon and Aryan were
interchangeable, and Bancroft's "food,
light, and air" would soon be trans-
lated elsewhere and by others to
Lebensraum.

San Francisco's leaders were sim-
ply following the age-old prescription
for imperial urban wealth. Today, as
many more cities compete for the

Nouember 1995 ll
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"seamless Arup Bridges the Pacific

Voices from the Oue Arwp Partnership

))

Ove Arup Partnership is one of the
world's largest engineering firms. Es-
tablished in-1.946, the firm has grown
into an international group of 50 multi-
disciplinary offices in 40 countries.

The complex structure of this firm
is evolving as opportunities for interna-
tional practice increase. Duncan
Michael, Chairman of Ove Arup Part-
nership, uses the concept "seamless
Arup" to assert that international coop-
erative working can and should be pur-
sued as the right way-indeed the only
way-for the firm to develop into the
21st century.

"Seamless Arup" aims to stream-
line collaboration between all the parts
of Arup worldwide. The firm has local
centers of excellence in the many disci-
plines which it embraces, and "seam-
lessness" aims to eliminate-as far as

possible-geographical and organiza-
tional barriers between them, so that
the firm's global collective expertise is

brought to bear as appropriate on
projects undertaken in any part of the
world. In order to foster transnational

Ove Arup Partnership has 20 offices on the Pacific.

design projects, the Ove Arup Partner-
ship seeks to mirror the architect and
client by combining the convenience
and specificity of localized support
with the vast resources and interdisci-
plinary expertise that accompany the
diverse experience and tremendous ca-
pacity of the Ove Arup Partnership.

Having begun international work
out of the United Kingdom and sup-
ported many building projects as the
European market matured, the interna-
tional partnership now finds itself re-
sponding to the emerging markets ac-
companying the political openings in
Southeast Asia and Eastern Europe.

In the fast growing regions of Asia,
Ove Arup & Partners is providing engi-
neering services over a wide range of
categories. Infrastructure for a new city
(or renewed or expanded city) requires
sewer treatment centers, power plants,
water treatment centers, transportation
systems, airports, and building engi-
neering for a wide range of facilities.
Following its Danish founder Ove
Arup, the Partnership approaches engi-
neering as "a creative activity, involv-
ing imagination, intuition, and deliber-
ate choice." The Asian markets provide
excellent opportunities. The region is

full of energy, accepting challenges and
welcoming new ideas.

Local Arup practices in Hong
Kong, Malaysia, Australia, and New
Zealand have supported the construc-
tion of projects by international as well
as local architects since the 1950s.
Now there are twelve offices and 850
staff in Asia (including a new one in
the People's Republic of China), with
an emphasis on expanding the infra-
structure and the industrial base, and

12 Arcbitecture California
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eight more along the Pacific Rim, in-
cluding Los Angeles and San Francisco.
Each office has special focuses and,
taken together, the firm is making a sig-
nificant impact around the Rim.

OAP UNrrro SrerEs, rN AsrA:
BurorNc ExcrNarnrNc

Ove Arup & Partners was established
in 1985 in San Francisco to support lo-
cal health care specialists such as

Anshen + Allen. Now offices in Los An-
geles and New York as well as San
Francisco and L. A. bring the firm's
specialty in building engineering into
collaboration with not only architecture
firms with iocal U.S. projects but U.S.
clients and architects seeking more ef-
fective means to work internationally,
particularly in Asia.

"Building engineering" is founder
Ove Arup's term for an integrated
multi-disciplinary engineering service
that supports architects beginning with
the conceptual stage of building design
and continuing through to completion
of construction. Thus, building engi-
neering is inseparable from architec-
tural design. The multi-disciplinary en-
gineering concept of Ove Arup &
Partners is to provide a holistic engi-
neering design that ensures efficient and
technically advanced buildings. OAP
New York Principal Ray Crane says
that the philosophy of "engineering
coming together with art" is evident in
both their infrastructure projects and
building systems. "Like formal architec-
tural styles, building systems and
infrastructural elements can symbolize a

corporation's or government's desire to
provide modern, efficient, and techni-
cally advanced environments for work-
ers and residents of a city. A new build-
ing can become the most visible symbol
of a client's financial strength, philoso-
phy, and values."

Bob Emmerson, former Chairman
of Ove Arup & Partners United States,

Hongkong Bank, Foster Associates, architect.
OAP, Structural Engineering consultants.

identifies "the Arup attitude" as the
other feature OAP brings to the U.S. to
supplement its emphasis on building en-
gineering. "It is an attitude more inter-
ventionist, seeking dialogue and col-
laboration, anxious to be involved in
developing all aspects of the design
from the very earliest days of the
project; an attitude that seeks the solu-
tion best for the project even though the
search may be a difficult one."

In the United States, approximately
35 percent of Ove Arup & Partners' fee
income is derived from building engi-
neering work in Asia. This effort began
by teaming with the largest architecture
firms pursuing work in Asia: Skidmore
Owings & Merrill (SOM), Kohn
Pederson Fox (KPF), Hellmuth Obata
Kassabaum (HOK), the Jerde Partner-
ship, and ROMA Design Group. They 

-

are also working in Taiwan with local
architects.

"Clients have routinely looked to
the Americans to set the architectural

Nouember 1995 13



Indra Kayangan mixed-use development. ROMA
Design Group, architect, with OAP/Manila.

vision," states Crane. British architects
such as Norman Foster and Richard
Rogers have designed memorable pri-
vate projects, yet Crane believes that
Americans bring a certain "cachet,"
particularly in Asia. Thus, the work of
U.S. architects in Asian countries has
expanded rapidly.

China offers the largest marker for
domestic as well as foreign-designed

Hong Kong Stadium, commissioned by the Royal
Hong Kong Jockey Club. Hellmuth, Obata &
Kassabaum, Inc, Sports Facilities, architect. Ove
Arup & Partners Hong Kong Ltd., consulting
engineers.

development projects. For example, the
government is working to reestablish
Shanghai as the largest commercial
center in Asia. A vision for a new and
efficient central business district Lu Jia
Ztiwas created and master planned by
Richard Rogers in conjunction with the
Ove Arup Partnership and Bartlert and
Cambridge research units. Planning for
the city has integrated traffic engineers,
computer programmers, environmental
geographers, wind and water special-
ists, and urban designers. Three of the
world's tallest buildings are planned in
the Central Business District. OAP/
New York is working with U.S. firm
Kohn Peterson Fox on the Shanghai
\7orld Finance Centre-which upon
completion will become the tallest
building in the world at 1500 feet
(460m), housing 2.5 million square feet
of space. Similarly, SOM is working
with OAP NewYork on an office tower
for Philam in Manila, where OAP has
an office of 35 people.

Ove Arup & Partners California
has diversified further with the advent
of western (especially California) archi-
tects securing Asian commissions.
Jacob Chan, Senior Associate at OAP
Los Angeles believes that clients in Asia
"are as demanding as western clients;
they want attention no matter where
they are located." Arups'goal of
seamlessness is, nonetheless, very de-
manding to achieve. "In this situation,
it is important to coordinate work well
and schedule visits and agendas care-
fully in order to maintain the client's
confidence." Chan underscores that a
building and its systems design must
develop quickly to keep the momentum
moving so early participation of the en-
gineering team is critical.

OAP/LA is working with the Arup
Hong Kong office to facilitate the Jerde
Partnership's preliminary design for a

mixed-use commercial development in
Guangzhou, China-one of the first su-
per large facilities under construction
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Preliminary design for a mixed-use commercial
development in Guangzhou, China. The Jerde
Partnership, architect. OAP/LA,/UK.

in Guangzhou. The projecr is a 278,000
square meters combination retail and
entertainment center. The development
consists of a seven-story retail space in-
corporating a multi-story department
store, mixed-use stores, retail and spe-
cialty shops, and food service facilities.
There are multiplex cinemas at the rop
level. A multi-story atrium in the center
of the developmenr is covered by a sky-
light designed to link the interior to the
outside world. The structural design
accomodates mass transit tunnels run-
ning under the site.

OAP/LA is currently working with
HOK on the Hansol Corporate Head-
quarters in Seoul, Korea where Arup
does not have a local office but HOK
does. Arup offers a sophisticated team
from the Los Angeles, London, and
Hong Kong offices to deliver the
project. The Hong Kong office has a

long-established relationship with a
number of Korean contractors. OAP's
hi-tech experrise has been invaluable to
them in assisting in the top down con-
struction method introduced for deep
basements, and underdrainage systems
to prevent flotation. Arups is also work-
ing with Richard Rogers on the Daewoo
Corporate Headquarters in Seoul. Chan
explains that Korea is one of the four
"economic tigers" in Asia, and in the
last few years it has moved into high

gear to upgrade its infrastructure. Chan
foresees specialist engineering services
flourishing on future projects in Korea,
particularly in fire engineering, compu-
tational fluid dynamics, facade engi-
neering, and design of intelligent build-
ings.

In the early design phase for the
Hansol Headquarters, it was important
to fully understand the existing sire con-
ditions that would determine the struc-
tural system, layout, phasing of con-
struction, environmental systems, and
associated life cycle costing. The spe-
cific site characteristics were studied for
three months, requiring an acceleration
of the construction schedule. "An accel-
erated schedule is," Chan states, "very
important since the land values are so
high in Asia. Site design is a critical
phase and there is no room for design
cushions or oversizing of systems-
there is a basic need to justify all space
based on the land value."

The building for Hansol Corpora-
tion, one of the biggest paper compa-
nies in Asia, derives its architectural
form from the Korean kite. HOK devel-
oped the kite form to respond to the
vision of the fast growing paper com-
pany, providing the Hansol symbol.
However, the client also wants a build-
ing to function intelligently, and sched-
ule and budget consrrainrs were dis-
cussed in the very first workshop. The
design team's approach is ro creare an
"intelligent building," which Chan de-
scribes as "one that responds to all of
the demands of the owner, user, and
environment in its structure, materials,
and information systems, and at the
same time anticipates change." Accord-
ing to Chan, the organization of two
side cores with the mechanical room
located within creates not only a large
central office space that works very well
with the Asian system of office manage-
ment, but also creates the opportunity
for two mechanical systems to alter-
nately serve the north and south sides
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Hansol Corporate Headquarters, Seoul, Korea.
HOK, architect. OAP/LA,/[IK./HK.

of the buildings with radically different
problems of exposure. Given the exca-
vation of a 30 meter six-story basement
mostly for parking, the side core
scheme allows a modified form of top
down construction, saving six months
in construction and millions of dollars
on overall cost.

Ove Arup & Partners California is
also working in the more established
market in Japan where it can partner
with another Arup office. John
Batchelor, director of the Ove Arup &
Partners Tokyo office notes that "for-
eign architects working in Japan find
value in our unique position as the only
non-Japanese engineering design
consultancy with offices in Japan,
staffed with bilingual foreign and Japa-
nese engineers. 'W'e are able to interpret
and explain the complex regulatory
system and the unique features of the

Japanese construction industry, and to
suggest practical ways to innovate
within the bounds of what is appropri-
ate to Japan." For the Los Angeles
firm Morphosis, OAP/LA engineered
the conceptual design for Azabu Office

Building in Tokyo and the Chiba Golf
Club in the Chiba prefecture of Japan.

Ove Arup & Partners California
finds itself stretching further around
the Rim with OAP Manila for Gensler
& Associates on ABS/CBN Studios in
Manila; the Surabaya Housing Project
in Surabaya, Indonesia for HOK/260
Architects; and a new biomedical facil-
ity on the 18 acre masterplanned Na-
tional Institutes of Health's Biologicals
campus in Uttar Pradesh, India, with
architect Zimmer Gunsul Frasca Part-
nership.

\7hile the focus of work for Ove
Arup & Partners California has been
building engineering support for do-
mestic U.S. projects and for American
architects working in the Pacific, it is

now seeking participation in the engi-
neering design of infrastructure
projects that are increasingly being de-
manded to support the massive devel-
opment. This work has already begun
under the auspices of Ove Arup &
Partners in the UK and other Arup of-
fices in Asia.

Anup rN Asn:
INrmsrnucruRE ENGTNEERING

The Asian offices have engineered
many buildings following Arups' prin-
ciples, but the distinction to highlight
here is the development of interdiscipli-
nary engineering practices that can fa-
cilitate the development of massive in-
frastructure projects. The role of
infrastructure engineering in develop-
ing regions like Asia plays an impor-
tant part in the construction of any

Chiba Golf Club in the Chiba prefecture, Japan.
Morphosis, architect.
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new, or renewed city. Both the form of
transportation systems-roads,
tollways, rail-and their formal place-
ment impact the movement of people
and products from sites of fabrication
and assembly to destinations for dis-
play and consumption.

John Batchelor clarifies the value
of Ove Arup & Partners' investment as
a non-Japanese firm in the Japanese
market. "It is widely recognized that a

long-term commitment and full-time
presence in Japan is needed to provide
the service demanded by Japanese cli-
ents and now, after over five years of
operating a design office in Japan,

(now nineteen years old) is the center of
Arup's involvement in the entire region.
The office has grown from a few engi-
neers into a full scale multi-disciplinary
practice employing 500 people.

Ove Arup & Partners'Hong Kong
office has worked for almost twenty
years with the local Mass Transit Rail-
way Corporation (MTRC) engineering
stations, viaducts, tunnels, and sub-
ways. This experience comes together as

airports are added to the international
commerce of rapidly expanding Asian
cities. As Peter Ayres, Director of the
Hong Kong office, explains, the firm
has major involvement with the new in-

National Institutes of Health Laboratory. Uttar
Pradesh, India. Zimmer Gunsul Frasca, architect.

Arup Japan is seeing a steady flow of
exciting work in building design. The
interest of leading Japanese architects
in Arups is clearly evidenced by ongo-
ing projects with Itsuko Hasegawa,
Toyo Itoh, Tetsuo Furuichi, Atsushi
Kitagawara, and others."

The firm has designed the organic-
like structural systems for projects such
as the Kansai International Airport in
Osaka, Japan (Renzo Piano Building
riTorkshop with Nikken Sekki). The
Kansai Terminal integrates heating and
ventilating systems into the structural
system providing a column-free space
designed for 25 million passengers a

year.
Although Ove Arup & Partners

first became involved in Hong Kong
projects over three decades ago, the
firm's permanent office in the territory

Kansai International Airport. Osaka, Japan. Renzo
Piano Building Workshop+Nikken Sekkei, architect.

frastructure projects necessary for the
development of Hong Kong's Chek Lap
Kok Airport. "Chek Lap Kok-best
known as a political football in the
Britain/China negotiations over Hong
Kong's 1997 transfer of power-is the
core of one of the biggest infrastructure
development projects in the world. It is
expected to handle 50 million passen-
gers by the year 2040, with half the
world's population within a radius of
four hours in flying time." Ove Arups
& Partners are engineers for five of the
stations, including the tunnels and via-
ducts associated with them, and are
civil and structural engineers for the
master plan of the linked Kowloon de-
velopment. The firm also consults for
the air-road-rail transportation inrer-
change, including the station at the end
of the MTRC Airport Express line. The
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New Tuen Mun Center, Hong Kong. Ng Chun
Man & Associates, architect. Ove Arup 6c

Partners, consulting engineers.

Hong Kong Station will be located on
reclaimed land in Hong Kong Central,
an earlier Arups project. The Hong
Kong office manages road and rail
bridge engineers in London and Coven-
try, engineers for the highways and
railway in Coventry, and station de-
signers in the London and Cambridge
offices.

Ayers continues, "In addition, the
firm is active in the People's Republic
of China, the Philippines and Thailand,
South Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia,
Singapore, and Indonesia." Since the
advent of China's "Open Door" policy
there has been an enormous increase in
the rate of development in the Shenz-
hen Special Economic Zone (SEZ) bor-
dering Hong Kong. This opens the
need for transportation links. Hopewell
China Development (Superhighway)
Ltd. has developed a new toll "Super-
highway" linking Guangzhou with

MTRC Airport Exprcss to Chek Lap Kok Airport.

Shenzhen, Zhthai, and Hong Kong.
Ove Arup & Partners worked with the
Shenzhen Municipal Engineering De-
sign Institute on the Shenzhen Section.
The eastern end of the route crosses an
area of fish-ponds that required some
twenty bridges along the new highway.
Design standards adopted for the Su-
perhighway followed reviews of Ameri-
can, German, British, Hong Kong, and
Chinese standards. The firm is, mean-
while, working with British Airports
Authority to design the Shenzhen Inter-
national Airport Terminal.

Hopewell Holdings has also en-
gaged various Arup offices to increase

Shajiao 'B'Power Station conveyer system to
transport coal to the storage yrd.

the power generating capacity through-
out Southeast Asia. Five new stations
will follow the build-operate-transfer
model. Chairman Michael is particu-
larly enthusiastic about OAP's work
for Hopewell Power (China) Ltd. Arup
has completed the civil works for
Shaiiao 'B' (2x350mw) and Shaliao C
(3x560mw) power stations in China in
1986 and 1995 respectively. Excava-
tion of over one million cubic meters

I
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from a hillside created a rock platform
for the turbine generator and boiler
structures. The excavated material was
used to reclaim the shoreline area to
form the remainder of the site. The
whole power station is serviced by a
network of roads constructed to cope
with future settlemenr of the reclaimed
land. In the Philippines, Arup has com-
pleted the Navotas Power Station with
the Pagbilao Power Station nearing
completion and the Sual Power Station
just starting. Also a build-operate-
transfer project for Hopewell, the
60km Bangkok Elevated Road and
Train System involves OAP Hong Kong
with a London Task Force and special-
ists from Bankok, with OAP Los Ange-
les carrying out the seismic review.

Elsewhere, OAP Kuala Lumpur is
engineer for the second phase of a light
rail system that includes 12 stations
and 11km of viaduct. Also, a multi-dis-
ciplinary team is working on the
Singapore Mass Rapid Transit Corpo-
rations extension to Changi Airport-
transit planners, economists, engineers,
and rail and bus planners from Arup
offices in Melbourne, Singapore, Leeds,
Coventry, and London.

THr Velur oF SEAMLEssNESs?

Working in Asia, the firm has learned
that both engineers and architects must
tailor their use of marerials to match
the available local materials. The ma-
jority of projects incorporate tradi-
tional materials. "It is important to
have an understanding of local avail-
ability and quality," says Chan.
"Homework must be done to prepare
for work in overseas locales, especially
attention to pressing budgetary con-
straints. Everyone understands good
value-we try to demonstrare this phi-
losophy through smart engineering
strategies and sound design principles."
This applies to the design of a building,
a bridge, or a superhighway.

In order to work internationally
and interdisciplinarily, Ove Arup &
Partners has developed particular offices
into centers of specific expertise that
can extend the capacity of the partner-
ship as a whole. Thus, Arup Geotech-
nics, Arup Transportation, Arups Envi-
ronmental add to the web of "seamless"
practice. Jorgen Nissen, director of the
Ove Arup Partnership, discusses the
comprehensive and diverse demands on
international practice. "'We continue to
add to our skills. 'We must do so. Our
markets are continuously changing and
we must respond to these changes. Envi-
ronmental issues are now much better
understood than they were. The impor-
tance of conserving qu1 snyilsnrnsnl-
and even enhancing it-is widely recog-
nized. The public, our ultimate clients,
rightly demand a berter built environ-
ment, and better quality and more ame-
nity from our infrastructure. In the fu-
ture we shall work to a much wider
agenda. Our teams will be even more
multi-disciplinary and involve environ-
mental specialists, planners, economisrs,
and so on."

Ove Arup Partnership is celebrating
its 50th birthday, the centenary of its
founder's birth, and the 1Oth anniver-
sary of practice in the United States.
As Ove Arup Partnership succeeds in
stitching together the internarional firm,
increasing possibilities arise for archi-
tects in the U.S., and particularly
California, to engage in both building
design and infrastructure planning
throughout the Pacific region.

Based on conuersations utith Ray
Crane from OAP New York office,
Jacob Chan and Melani Smith in tbe
Los Angeles office, supplemented by
turitten commentary excerpted from
Arup Focus.
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"singapore of Dreams":
The Clarke Qrray Case

Kenneth Caldwell lnteruiews
Carol Shen, FAIA

Architecture California asks Ken
Caldwell to share with our readers tbe

first of numerous interuiews he bas
conducted u.,itb U.S. arcbitects wbo are
working in Asia for a book in progress,
American Architects in Asia: Com-
pleted Projects 1.984-1.994. Carol Shen,
FAIA, a principal at ELS/Elbasani 6
Logan Architects, worked with the
S in gap or e ar ch ite ctur al/ engine er ing
firm RSP and DBS land deueloper on
the deuelopment of Clarke Quay. Tbis
project is of particular interest because
of the Singapore deuelopment adminis-
trators' commitment to maintain the
historic character of the district along a

bend in tbe Singapore Riuer. The fiue-
blocks of abandoned buildings, rich in
character and pedestrian in scale, pose
a dynamic counterpoint to the modern
higb -rises tbroughowt downtoutn
Singapore. Giuen the attributes of its
edges and tbe historic relationsbip with
shipping and trade, the redeuelopment
of Clarke Quay oriented touard the
riuer was planned to credte an actiue,
"must see" dttraction that could bring
market actiuity to the area while pre-
seruing tbe historic cbaracter. While re-
specting the past, this project attempts
to add an important new element to
the urban fabric of Singapore.

Historic image of Clarke Quay, Singapore.
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KnxNrrs CernwEu-:
Did you actiuely pursue uork in tbe Far
East?

CRnol SuEn, FAIA:
No. Clarke Quay was our first real
foray into the Far East. r07e were reac-
tive, not proactive. ELS was approached
by one of the teams that was respond-
ing to an RFP from the Singapore gov-
ernment. A large Singapore developer
of hotels, residential, and retail projects,
in fact the developer for the renovation
of the Raffles Hotel, DBS Land, ap-
proached RSP, a prominent Singapore-
based architecture and engineering firm,
looking for a U.S. retail expert.

\Yby U.S.?

The client decided that American retail
expertise would be an advantage to
strengthen the team. In Singapore, until
very recently, there was not much need
for retail expertise. The situation was
sort of a "build it, they will come"

approach. Developers were successful
just building shell retail space and
selling or leasing shop space to renant
operators. A lot has changed since
1989 when we became involved. There
is now a surplus of retail space, and
market position has become very
important.

'Was ELS's urban design and historic
renouation experience h elp ful h ere?

'We were invited to participate in the
design competition because of our re-
tail experience, but our urban design
and renovation background allowed us
to develop a strong, balanced scheme
and subsequently the final design solu-
tion, which integrated many of our ar-
eas of experience: retail, urban design,
and historic renovation. We were for-
tunate to collaborate with an excellent
local firm, RSP, which took full re-
sponsibility for construcrion documenrs
and acted as liaison with the building
authorities.
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River House with shanry before restoration.

'Was this project different than other
ELS work?

Yes, in two ways. First, the working re-
lationship with a local architect has

typically not been required for our
projects in this country. Second, and
perhaps more significantly, we de-
signed an entire district. Previously, we
had planned entire downtowns or built
projects that covered several city
blocks. Clarke Quay is a five-block dis-
trict with dozens of small historic
structures to renovate and three large
new structures to design. This project is
greater in scale and scope than any-
thing we had undertaken in the States.
Urbanistically, it is fascinating. One
side of the site is bounded by the

Restored River House along the Singapore River.

Singapore River, another abuts a neigh-
boring large hotel and retail center, and
the third side faces the busy thorough-
fare River Valley Road and the upslope
of Fort Canning Park.

Did you rebuild replicas of the original
sbop bouses? Which buildings are au-
tbentic and whicb are inuented?

The Urban Redevelopment Authority
(URA) was very strict about preserving
what was there; bricks, mortar - as

much as possible was left of the exist-
ing structures. In all the historic build-
ings, brick party walls were strength-
ened; foundations and floors were
reconstructed; windows, doors and
shutters were replaced; and new roofs
were installed. After years of abandon-
ment, many of the buildings were on
the verge of collapse. The team went to
great lengths to keep as much as we
could. The plaster is new, and skylights
over existing light wells are added. !7e
selected literally dozens of colors so

that the project looks muted and varie-
gated, as if maintained over time. A
few years of exposure to Singapore's
tropical weather and the proiect should
acquire a wonderful patina.

'What about the new buildings?

'We wanted to reinforce URA's direc-
tion and design buildings which would
complement the district. In an early
scheme we showed brick facades on the
new structures which we hoped would
match the historic brick buildings. But
you can't get old bricks any more.
Many design decisions were driven by
technology and materials. !7e finally
decided to design the three new build-
ings with plaster facades, which offered
a lot more flexibility in terms of char-
acter and cost. 'Sfe looked carefully at
Singapore's turn of the century build-
ings and the architectural strength of
the existing British colonial heritage. In
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The historic Archives Building.

The new parking garage.

designing the new buildings, which are
two new retail structures and the car
park on River Valley Road, we decided
to show that they were indeed new
buildings, but ones that complement
and do nor conrrasr with the existing
historic context. We worked hard to
achieve a balance in the design so that
the new buildings would be conrexrual,
but not historicist. They take cues from
their neighbors, for example the texture
and grain of the wall openings in the

new parking garage, but it's not mim-
icry. The parking garage, at five stories,
the largest new structure, was influ-
enced by the historic Archives Building
across the street. The new retail struc-
tures facing River Valley Road provide
pedestrian arcades and shop frontages
where there used to be blank ware-
house walls. 

.What 
is new may be obvi-

ous to architecrs, but if the public
doesn't notice and feels comfortable,
that's OK with us.

Do you think tbat the popular success
of tbis project will lead to otber work
in the Far East?

It may. Thinking of other work oppor-
tunities was not a motivating force for
us. This project is a good example of
adapting historic structures to new pro-
grams and uses rhat are economically
more viable today, one of the design
objectives our firm pursues. 'We try to
see all of our work as part of a larger
objective. Clarke Quay fits well with
our goal of creating urban places which
are settings that encourage citizens to
come together, places that support the
city's public life. The conditions-cul-
ture, economy, weather-may be dif-
ferent in Asia, but wherever our assign-
ment happens to be, our intentions are
the same-creating public places that
respond to, fit into, and add to the
communiry. This project, as it hap-
pened, was in Singapore.

Do you think tbat Asian-trained archi-
tecls baue enougb expertise to compete
with American architects?

Yes, particularly for the technical as-
pects. They can imitate anything. Of
course, some architects are better than
others. Where we may be more com-
petitive is in the strategic and analyrical
work that is an integral part of the re-
tail design process in the U.S., but is
not yet fully developed in Asia. Our
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Before and after restoration.

design efforts are not just visual. Our
participation on the Clarke Quay team,
and on other subsequent design teams
in Singapore, has drawn upon our ex-
tensive experience with maior U.S. re-

tail developers.

Did you try to "tbeme" your Proiects
in the Far East?

Theming raises a lot of questions for
us. In our projects, we do not want to
impose a theme from elsewhere; we
want each project to reflect the charac-
ter of the place. On the surface, this is
more difficult in ex-urban settings
where there may not be any town cen-
ter, any place. However, it is often the
case that clients want an external

theme in urban retail. A year ago, we
were invited to compete for the renova-
tion of a modern landmark in down-
town Singapore.'We wanted to respect
the original architect's idea, much as

we did recently at San Francisco's
Embarcadero Center, while resolving
some circulation and merchandising is-
sues and updating other retail features.
Our scheme also tried to refer to its
place, Singapore. Having worked there
for several years, we thought we had a

read on this. Ultimately another team
was selecred whose design was more
themed and captured the client's mar-
keting objectives. !flithin the context of
retail commerce, we try hard not to
have our designs represent cultural im-
perialism.

Do you turn doun commissions?

Rarely. There seems to be a kind of
natural selection process going on in
private sector work. Clients who are

interested in our sympathetic approach
hire us. If they want "flash and trash,"
they go somewhere else.

Haue there been any close calls, where
you wanted to resign the commission?

Every architect has those. Our practice
thrives on repeat clients. So if we stick
to it with the good clients, it usually
works out. Recently, we completed our
first "big box" center in Emeryville.
Frankly, we were concerned about this
kind of lowest common denominator
retail. However, we had prepared
urban design plans for the Redevelop-
ment Agency which set out certain
principles. This was a huge tract of
land where we could continue the city
grid and create a framework, the road
system, which would serve a more in-
tense future use. In this case, a big box
center was the highest economic use

for now. !7e tried to tie the design ele-

ments into an industrial vernacular, so
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Before and after restoration.

that the proiect fit in with rhe nearby
warehouses without imitating or repli-
cating them.

Vill you continue to pursue work in
Asia?

That gets back to exporring inappro-
priate themes. We will nor pursue work
in Asia for its own sake. Of course, we
recognize that activity is growing in
this part of the world. Bur we are most
interested in projects where people
need our particular expertise and share
our objectives. Every communiry is
unique, and that is where we begin.
Years ago, Singapore might have razed
Clarke Quay and built something else,
and we wouldn't have been involved.
This kind of historic urban project is
more difficulr and more expensive ro
design and operate, but it creates a dif-
ferent kind of place whose qualities
outlast the latest retail fad. We don't
want to design places that are excessive

or not built right. I think we pursue
work, wherever it may be located, that
represents enduring and civic-minded
values.
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Architecture Education in
the Pacific Region

W.H. Raymond Yeh, FAIA
Talks with Lisa Padilla, AIA

As dean of the School of Architecture
at the Uniuersity of Hauaii at Manoa
(LJH), Raymond Yeb leads a diuerse
student body and faculty representing
numerous Asian-P acific cultures. Th e

Scbool began forty yedrs ago to serue

tbe needs of local firms desiring trained
professionals to meet tbe demands of
rapid postwar growth in Hawaii. To-
day, Honolulu has the largest concen'
tration of U.S. architects in the Pacific.
Hauing recently lectured at seueral
soutlteast Asian cities, he now shares

his tboughts with Architecture Califor-
nia on arcbitectural education and the
East/West exchange of ideas.

What are your obseruations concerning
architectural education in Asia?

Countries such as Thailand are cur-
rently experiencing a tremendous
shortage of competent professionals in
architecture. To meet the needs of a

quickly developing country, Thailand
has set into motion a government man-
date that is to allocate the equivalent of
$42 million U.S. dollars to the
country's seven public universities to
increase the number of architecturaI
graduates manyfold in the next few
years. One of the patterns I observed in
Thailand is that recent graduates tend
to immediately establish their own
practices, rather than joining an exist-
ing firm. Licensing requirements are

not nearly as rigid as in the U.S. mak-
ing this an attractive alternative, espe-

cially with the availability of new de-

sign opportunities.

How would you define the Asia Pacific
Region?

The Asia Pacific region is the largest geo-

graphic region in the world. If you in-
clude India, Mexico and South America,
it encompasses virtually half of the
world. Vith the world's economic cen-

ters shifting, this region is emerging as a

major global economic center. For in-
stance, China has been experiencing a

15 percent annual economic growth over
the last several years. Countries such as

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Singapore, Thailand and Korea continue
a rapid upswing with 6-10 percent an-

nual growth. In comparison, the U.S. and
Germany have an annual growth rate of
about2 percent. This global economic
shift has caused an increase in interna-
tional construction contracts in the Asia
Pacific area by 25 percent; while there
was a corresponding decrease of con-
tracts by about 30 percent in the U.S'

How can students be PrePared for
practice in tbe Asia Pacific Region?

Most of the two-hundred architecture
students at UH are from Hawaii. Our
architecture program is currently devel-
oping exchange programs with universi-
ties in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand
and Australia to enhance the student
profile. This will promote an exchange
of ideas relevant in cross-cultural prac-
tice today and prepare students for do-
ing projects internationally. Economi-
cally, Hawaii is currently having a

tough time, much like California.
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Architectural business tends to be cycli-
cal. There is a real need to broaden the
base of service to a regional one from
the traditional local base for architec-
tural work. In order to do that well,
architects need to address the culture of
a place and the inherent local beliefs.
Our role as architects is to translate
those values into architecture. To date
schools of archirecture have not taught
that well enough. There is a need to un-
derstand people first, and then embody
the spirit of the place in the design.

Are there mechanisms for tbe exchange
of ideas and ongoing education on Asia
Pacific architecture?

Last year, the UH School of Architec-
ture with the East'West Center (based
in Honolulu and established during
the Kennedy administration) and rhe
Honolulu Chapter AIA held a multi-
disciplinary symposium entitled "The
First International Symposium of
Asia Pacific Architecture-The East
'West Encounrer." Over 350 educa-
tors and practitioners came from
twenty countries to present papers
and projects and began a dialogue on
design, history, building typology and
the emergence of new cities in Asia.
This East West Symposium will be
held every two years. The Kenneth F.
Brown Asia Pacific Culture and
Architecture Design Awards program
was an international competition held
concurrenrly with the symposium to
recognize outstanding examples of
contemporary architecture that reflect
and enhance their local context, be-
coming cultural icons of their place
and time. Five projects were selected
for the honor from five different
countries-Australia, Malaysia,
Japan, Mexico and Canada. The de-
sign architects of these projects will
come to lecture and teach at UH dur-
ing the next year. The symposium
will be a biannual event.

How is the role of architecture uieued
in Asia?

!7ith the outreach made possible
through new media technologies,
there are presently more inrernationally
known architects than at any other
time in history. Archirecture is seen as
a commodity in the sense that many
Asian cities have brought in interna-
tional architects to give them what they
have already done elsewhere. There is
also the beginning of a recognition that
this is the wrong approach and that the
local "sense of place" needs to be pre-
served and enhanced.

You were raised in Bangkok, wbat
were the changes on your return?

From the twenty-third floor of
Bangkok's new Sheraton Hotel, I could
overlook my old neighborhood and
boyhood home. At the time, our house
was the tallest in the neighborhood
with three stories and surrounded by
trees. Today the skyline obscures the
house as a landmark since the city has
had no planning, zoning, or parking
regulations. Overbuilt as it is, the city's
badly polluted river remains a key
orienting element.

Does tbis cbange how people nauigate
tbrougb Bangkok?

You either know your way around the
city or you don't. Movement through the
city by motorcycle is faster than by auto
or taxi. People will move in various com-
binations of transportation, starting by
bus, river boat, or taxi, then abandoning
that for a motorcycle lift in order to
reach their destination faster.

At one time, the city's visual land-
marks $uch as temples were the means
by which people oriented themselves in
the city. There was no reliance on a
numbered address system. These land-
marks have slowly become buried
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within the new fabric of Bangkok.
Though fixed in location, their mean-
ings have been changed in a city under-
going daily upheaval and growth. This
transformation is what architects must
understand and deal with in order to
design effectively in a city like
Bangkok.

And your thowghts on the role of an
architect in the cbanging Pacific Region?

The responsibilities of an architect in
this rapidly changing world are ever
more complex. It is difficult to keep up
with the advancement of technology in
the practice of architecture. It is even
more difficult to fulfill the societal role
of architecture. Architecture is more
than brick and mortar; it can provide
for intellectual and cultural needs be-
yond the physical realm.

Colonialism has had its day. I hope
architects working today in this rapidly
growing region will not choose to
blindly import styles and impose for-
eign values.

Architects have the responsibility
to take the time to reflect, to under-
stand and ultimately to enhance the
values of the local users with their ar-
chitectural designs. 'We must not lose
sight of the human aspect of architec-
ture or we will relinquish our historic
role as architects and become mere
building technicians.
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Design Trends in Contemporary
Chinese Architecture
Pu Miao

Since the 1978 Economic Reform, the
Chinese construction industry has been
booming. The market growth, along
with the relative loosening of ideologi-
cal control by the Communist Party,
supplies a rare opportunity for Chinese
architects to produce a group of origi-
nal works which the world can identify
as a "new Chinese architecture," just
as occurred for Japan in the '50s. How-
ever, many Chinese and western ob-
servers have been disappointed by the
results of the past 15 years.lBased on
my research and professional experi-
ence in China, this article outlines
several characteristics shared bv most
Chinese contemporary architectural
designs, and probes their social and
professional causes.

Tunm CnRneclr,nrsrrcs

By examining recent architectural
works-particularly those that have
won major Chinese awards or been
published in leading professional jour-
nals-three common features are
evident.

1. IrtlrrerloN as DrstcN Appnoecn
Chinese architects in general exhibit a
fear of doing anything without stylistic
models. The models are usuallv estab-
lished architectural conventions that
are attached to "appropriate" political
or moral meanings: Russian classical
for socialism; Chinese traditional re-
vival for nationalism; and high-tech
styles for the modernization of China.
The generally accepted design process
consists of choosing a model and dis-

playing one's talent by making a clever
imitation of the model or an ingenious
blend of the different vocabularies of
conflicting models. The ultimare pur-
pose of the stylistic imitation game is
to disseminate certain ideologies. Ar-
chitectural criticism and competitions
in China have further perpetuated the
legitimacy of imitation. Architectural
writers and competition jurors favor
designs that readily fit stylistic labels.

During the schematic design phase
of the Great Hall of the People, Beiiing
(1959), for example, Ieading Chinese
architects selected four models as bases
to evaluate schemes. They were "mod-
ern Chinese," "modern western"
(Modern Architecture), "Chinese clas-
sical," and "western classical" styles.2
Eventually the "western classical"
model was chosen because of its simi-
larity to the "socialist realism" of the
architecture of Stalin's Russia. Mean-
while, some Chinese palatial decora-
tions were mixed in as a gesture to
Chinese nationalism, the other official
ingredienr of the Chinese communisr
revolution.

The widely spread trend of imita-
tion has created a design rypology very
similar to 19th-cenrury European eclec-
tic architecture. Each building type is
assigned an appropriate style-Russian
classical for government buildings,
Chinese classical for cultural institutions
and gardens, Chinese vernacular for
tourist facilities, traditional building
styles of narional minorities for projects
in areas of those minorities, 1930s
Modern for mass housing and utilitar-
ian buildings, and current western
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Hanyuan Hall of Daming Palace, Xian (6344D).

fashions (e.g., Postmodernism and
Deconstructivism) for buildings with
"modern" functions or locations, such
as a high-rise commercial building in
non-historical location.

The most famous recent examples
of this trend are two projects that won
several prestigious Chinese architec-
tural awards. Both enjoyed special at-
tention from the government, a lengthy
design process, and a generous budget,
which only serve to embarrass Chinese
architects more because of their med-
iocrity. The first is the Shanxi History
Museum, Xian (1991). Both its general
layout and building elevations came

Japanese architect Kenzo Tange's Na-
tional Gymnasium, Tokyo (1961). The
Chinese clone has awkward propor-
tions, clumsy details, and a faked ten-
sile catenary roof (actually a curved
truss system).5

2. Fnxr Dsrens
Fake details are a necessary byproduct
of imitation as a design approach.
'S7hen an architect transplants a form
into a soil where lifestyle, available ma-
terial and technology, and sustainable
resources are completely different from
those of the original site, numerous dis-
sonances between the borrowed image

Shanxi History Museum, Xian (1991), by
Northwest China Architectural Design Institute'

from the Hanyuan Hall of Daming
Palace, Xian. The architect claims that
only a historical style is appropriate for
a history museum in a historical city.l
One can only conclude that little
progress has been made since those
Chinese Classical Revival buildings of
sixty years ago.a The second well-
known imitation is the National Olym-
pic Center, Beijing (1990), which cop-
ies its principle concept from the

National Olympic Center' Beiiing (1990)' by
Beijing Architectural Design Institute'

and the local conditions are inevitably
produced. Without the determination
to invent new forms, one can create
only false facades to bridge these differ-
ences. The Que-li Hotel, Qufu (1984),
for example, is a Chinese classical
revival design. The traditional sloped
roof appears to be made of clay roof
tiles laid on wood boards and suP-

ported by wood ioists under the
boards. Since lumber is a scarce build
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ing material in today's China, the roof
tiles are actually supported by a rein-
forced concrete shell to which the
stucco "joists" were later added.6

The 1978 Economic Reform has
given birth to many entrepreneurs who
are eager to make their properties ap-
pear "western" or "modern," meaning
high-rise buildings, glass or meral cur-
tain walls, and exposed metal struc-
tures. However, the young capitalists in
China cannot really sustain the ex-
travagance of a real "western" design
in terms of both space allocation and
materials. Most Chinese contractors in
the previous decades had only dealt
with mid-rise brick buildings with a
plaster finish; many of them are nor
familiar with even gypsum wall con-
struction. Thus, we see brick bearing
wall buildings made to look like con-
crete frame or metal ones (by covering
the walls with aluminum skins). We see
a lobby-like, huge glass currain facade
behind which stands a brick wall wirh
small window openings.'We see a six-

Shenzen Development Bank, Shenzhen (1990s), by
Huayi Design Consultants, Ltd.

story building made to look like twelve
stories by the addition of a continuous
canopy in the middle of the window
band of each floor.'And we see a high-
tech elevation with steel frames thar
have nothing to do with the actual
structural system.

3. Arrrcmo MaNNrns
Affected manners result from the
preference for a certain "atmosphere,"
or aesthetic "taste," which can only be
observed and described phenomenologi-
cally. Such preferences of contemporary
Chinese architects can be best observed
in projects that allow the designers to
do something "artistic." The observa-
tion is further confirmed by architects'
descriptions of their designs, especially
in terms of their favorite adjectives. The
most sought-after quality often has to
do with a weightless, delicate, and gen-
teel appearance, a so-called "youthful"
and "cheerful" feeling, or a "grand,"
"rich" and "luxurious" appeal. In a
word, they tend to overdose on sensa-
tion, or what I call "affected manners."

The Zhenjiang Hotel (1,990) exhib-
its the typical weightless feeling. The
slender members of the skeleton roof (a
necessary gesture of the national style),
the creamy, smooth surfaces (made of
the popular ceramic mosaic), and the
streamlined window shapes all contrib-
ute to a sense of frivolous lightness. The
Shenzhen Railway Station (1993) dis-
plays various curves, arches, and round
windows on the elevation. But just like
the patterns on a stage set, these designs
take place only on a thin layer of skin
attached to the main body of the build-
ing. Unrelated to the structure and
function of the building, these artificial
shapes with their flimsy appearance and
white color create a superficial grand-
ness and variety.

Similarly, instead of exploring an
innovative spatial structure, the architec-
tural expressions of the Shanghai Mu-
seum (1993) mainly consisr of reliefs on
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ZhenliangHotel, Zhenliang (1990) by East China
Architectural Design Insritute.

the walls and four large decorative
arches that are supposed to resemble the
handles of ancient bronze ware! Almost
none of the major public buildings in
new China has used the natural appear-
ance of structural material (such as con-
crete) as an architectural expression.

\7hy are affected manners problem-
atic? Because they mask the real cultural
preferences deeply rooted in the hearts
of most Chinese people.8 Lin Yu-tang
and Liang Shu-ming, two keen observ-

Shenzhen Railway Station (1992), by Huayi
Design Consultants, Ltd.

ers of Chinese culture, both have stated
that simplicity, frugality, and conserva-
tism are among the most prominent
"national characteristics" of the Chinese
people.8 In architecture these qualities
have best been expressed by the tradi-
tional Chinese villages and houses, such

as the frank articulation of in-fill walls
and framing system, the dark and strong
lumber beams and columns, the natural
textures of bricks and stones, the sloped
roof generated by structure and func-
tion, the weighty but also relaxed build-
ing stance, and the tranquil neighbor-
hoods and villages enveloped within the
endless shades of gray and green.

True, it would be dangerous to
confuse contemporary culture with that
of feudal times. Nevertheless, many be-

lieve that qualities still alive in Chinese
people should continue ro manifest
themselves in the forms of contempo-
rary architecture.

Socrer- AND PRoFESSIoNAL CAUSEs

Shanghai Museum (1993), by Shanghai

Architectural Design Institute

First of all, these symptoms are the
result of a cultural vacuum in today's
China. By culture I refer to beliefs
shared by the whole society, which in-
clude the ideals of lifestyle and aes-

thetic taste. Cultural values are formu-
lated over a long period by the social
class that enioys the most resPect,

resources, and leisure in the society,
eventually becoming beliefs sustained
by the whole society. Moreover, a cul-
ture always needs to absorb all the nu-
tritious ingredients it can find from the
national and historical heritages be-

stowed upon it.
The turbulent history of modern

China saw the destruction of the old
rural gentry and their elegant life style
in the early 20th century, but did not
allow a stable period long enough for
an industrial urban middle class and its
culture to establish itself before the
1949 communist revolution took place.

The Communists did not create a ma-
ture culture of their own due to the
failed economic and ideological experi-

1
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The current mediocrity of Chinese ar-
chitecture can be attributed to prob-
lems in the whole Chinese society, as

well as in the architectural profession.
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ment and the relentless demolition of
almost all existing cultural institutions.
The lack of continuity in material and
ideological culture has created a
vacuum. Thus China, a country with a

3,000 year history, finds itself among
the most illiterate peoples in the world.
Many rich or powerful clients I met in
China have only an elementary school
education. Most Chinese do nor believe
in communist propaganda, bur they
know very little about Confucianism or
modern capitalism. The Economic
Reform since 1978 has given birth to a
new middle class. However, the new
elites still need time to improve their
own education and to develop a new
culture, if not to consider their fragile
status in the uncertain climate of
Chinese politics and economic policy.

Without much knowledge of or
faith in any cultural ideal, past or cur-
rent, it is no wonder that the majority
of the society is absorbed by the quest
for material reward, physical pleasure,
and political power. None of the major
players in the arena, be they the old
communist guard, young capitalists,
pragmatic government bureaucrats, or
foreign invesrors, feels absolutely safe.
'What clients demand most from design-
ers is not art works that reflect or con-
struct long-lasting cultural values, but
rather symbols that can generate a
quick political or commercial sale. To
accomplish this goal, the form of the
symbols relies on conventions readily
and instandy accessible to the ill-edu-
cated masses.

However, taking the cultural nihil-
ism in the society in general into ac-
count, Chinese architects also need to
look into themselves for other explana-
tions of the unsatisfactory state of
Chinese architecture. One reason is the
inadequate professional training. The
architecture schools of Chinese univer-
sities enjoyed only a very short period
of relative peace berween the 1.949
Communists' takeover and the 1966-77

"Cultural Revolution." Even within
that period education was constantly
interrupted by political "cleansings."
Teaching was conducted with little
information about what was going on
outside of China. Today most princi-
pals of major Chinese architectural
firms are graduates from that period.

Another reason for the present
state of Chinesee architecture is the
Iack of a specifically Modernist tradi-
tion among Chinese architects. There
are two pivotal moments in the modern
history of Chinese architecture. The
1920s saw Chinese students educated
abroad returning home to introduce
modern architectural practice into
China. Three quarters of them were
from the U.S. where eclectic architec-
ture dominated (half of the U.S. gradu-
ates were from the University of Penn-
sylvania where Paul Cret taught).e In
the 1980s when China first opened its
door to the outside, Post-modernism
was at its peak in the 

.West. 
Both

events, unfortunately, have strongly
reinforced the traditional Chinese atti-
tude to revere anything old and to see

architectural design as a cosmetic op-
eration aiming at the dissemination of
moral messages.

Drsrcx FoR ToMoRRow

Is there any way for Chinese architec-
ture to get out of the current stalemate?
This should be answered with regard ro
external and internal aspects. Given
that social and economic contexts are
the infrastructure of any significant cul-
tural development, we have to wait for
a new urban middle class confident
enough to commission intellectuals to
pursue a new set of cultural values for
China. However, some Chinese archi-
tects will not wait for the golden age to
come. Out of the shared critique of the
contemporary dominance of imitative
style and the sheer human desire to ex-
press inner feelings, they are searching
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for unconventional or marginal oppor-
tunities. Whenever these architects find
breakthrough points, they experiment
with new architectural languages that
somehow respond to the reality of
today's China.

Perhaps as a cultural paradigm,
genuine art work will expedite the
coming of a new shared ideal.'0 As one
of these architects trying to reveal the
Chinese "spirit" without copying any-
thing, I have used layered spaces, ex-
posed concrete frame with white in-fill
walls, and black metal sun screens for
the College of Chinese Culture at
Shenzhen University (199 5). However,
both Chinese architects and western
observers should realize that the new
architectural forms fail to fit into any
preconceived, "appropriate" models.
As Paul Ricoeur pointed out: "Creativ-
ity eludes all definition and is not ame-
nable to planning and the decisions of
a party or state."11

F,

College ofChinese Culture, Shenzen Univ. (1995),
by SUIAD/Pu Miao. First Floor Plan, South
Elevation, Section,

NorEs
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Architecture in the Age of
Postmodern Globalism

Haiime Yatsuka

Dnrlrue

"Confronted with the possibility of
building in Japan, a western architect
faces a dilemma," wrote Dutch archi-
tect Rem Koolhaas, referring to his
housing project in Fukuoka, Japan.
The dilemma is as follows; "should
this project be as (western as pos-
sible)-is it just another export from
Europe to Japan like Van Gogh's paint-
ings, a Mercedes car, or a Louis
Vuitton bag-or should it reflect the
fact that it is built in Japan?"1

Arata Isozaki, who acted as an
advocator as well as a master planner
for this international project (called
NEXUS), once menrioned that there
exists a group of architects whom one
could call an international architectural
Mafia, traveling through the world,
being in consranr jet lag, participating
in major competitions, and sharing
first prizes among themselves in turn.
It goes without saying that Isozaki
counted himself as one of these.

Isozaki's comment underlines the
fact that the dilemma Koolhaas felt (or
pretended to have felt) is now becom-
ing omnipresenr, not only in Japan but
also in many other places on earth,
perhaps reflecting complicated interna-
tional trade problems. In the published
discussion of the Progressiue Arcbitec-
ture award jury, of which Koolhaas
was a member, there was a polemic on
the topic: The American jury seems ro
have been offended by the manner in
which this international "commercial"

use of architecture appears to neglect
the local context, while Koolhaas him-
self simply mentions that it is a situa-
tion experienced by no architect in
earlier times. The American jury's
discomfort was surely not unfounded:
Many Japanese international projects
in what we call the "bubble economy"
period around 1990 were deeply moti-
vated by commercialism. Architects of
some celebrity, either domestic or
foreign, were actually commissioned
to enhance the commercial value of
buildings. If he or she were from
abroad, they really were foreign im-
ports like Mercedes cars or Louis
Vuitton bags.

Koolhaas's evasion, latent with
disapproval, was not groundless. His
own conclusion to the above-men-
tioned dilemma was, "As for the first
question-western or Japanese-
maybe it is no longer interesting, and
the '90s could be characterized by the
invention of a new transcontinental
culture, common to the west and Ja-
pan, a montage of elements of both,"
thus suspending in air the first di-
lemma. This reaction is natural, be-
cause it is almost the only one possible
for the western architect who is nei-
ther native nor expected to act as such.

GloselrzerloN AND Locelruy

The contemporary reality, for me, re-
sides halfway between these two reac-
tions. The reality is that we no longer
have specific and inevitable ties with
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local tradition in this era of global-
ization, and the reality also is that there
remain local biases that won't and
can't be erased by this process of
globalization. The biases could be

multi-valent and multi-layered, from
different living styles and social cus-
toms of using space, to different archi-
tectural "dialects" reflecting different
building methods, materials, techniques
and so on.

I myself had the opportunity to
work on the design staff for the
Museum of Contemporury Art in L.A.
by Isozaki. It was only by chance that
after six years I saw the completed
MOCA, because I left Isozaki's office
after the design development stage was
finished. At the moment of my first
encounter with the building, I felt as if
I were seeing Isozaki speaking not in
Japanese, our mother tongue, but in
English. This might have been due to
subtle differences in details and materi-
als, not a deliberate differentiation but
accidental difference of construction
standards between Japan and the U.S.

This problem of translation is
likely to befall architects more than art-
ists, who can depend on private means.

Of course it might have been possible
to minimize this problem, if the design
team had worked very carefully as if
they were carrying that building from
the home-country. Other Japanese ar-
chitects like Tadao Ando and Fumihiko
Maki, both of whom are more detail-
and-material-oriented than Isozaki,
seem to have carried their projects
abroad in this way. They were earnest
enough to try to export exactly the
same quality of goods as they produce
in the home-county. This does not,
however, mean that Isozaki, who may
have been more tolerant or nonchalant
of these issues, was necessarily any less

faithful (or commercial as in the PA
commentary). There may simply be dif-
ferent approaches to the cultural inter-
change: Is the Japanese who insists on

speaking only Japanese more faithful
than the one who enjoys speaking
English, even if it is broken? By this I
am not necessarily referring to Isozaki.
These questions are common today, es-

pecially in postmodern consumer soci-
ety, because this culture is underlaid
with small and sophisticated differ-
ences.

CouupncwlsM AND LIvtNc:
SrcNrrrcRNcs oF THE PosruoornN

Let us turn once again to the Koolhaas-
related housing project NEXUS, to see

what happened. Four additional archi-
tects were invited from abroad: Mark
Mack and Steven Holl from the U.S.,
Christian de Portzamparc from France,
Oscar Tusquets from Spain, and
Osamu Ishiyama from Japan. Mark
Mack, a California architect, seemed to
have decided to "speak" exactly as he

does in the U.S. Although he suffered
from speaking a foreign tongue (be-

cause he was not allowed to use

painted timber in the exterior wall and
replaced it with metal siding), the com-
pleted building was quite straightfor-
ward, which I didn't dislike. But for the

Japanese consumer-Japanese people
today buy expensive flats as commodi-
ties to sell-his frank California
English (I am not sure if it is mixed
with the accent of his native language,
German) sounded too substantial and
lacked gentrified charm. Oscar
Tusquets enjoyed greatest popularity,
simply because his design-with its Eu-
ropean chicness-appealed to the con-
sumers. Apparently it was not the
architect's wish to be favored as an im-
ported commodity, because he seemed

to be offended when I pointed out that
his buildings would sell best before
construction began.

Maybe I should add that I have
sympathy for these architects and do
not doubt their dedication to their
work. Nor am I of the opinion that
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such results, which are definitely be-
yond the architects' intentions, are
simply deplorable symptoms of evil
commercialism. If we were ro set defi-
nite barriers between different milieus,
without any doubt this act would de-
prive us of real architectural advances
in the contemporary culture of
globalism. Although commercialism
may have caused much stupid and
unhappy confusion, it is impossible to
deny that it plays an important role in
distributing ideas and talents in this
world circuit.

For example, Tadao Ando's suc-
cess was actually mediated by a faction
of Japanese postmodern commercial
culture-the fashion industries. With-
out their supporr, the present day Ando
would never have been possible.2 I am
skeptical of our right to criticize these
people for consuming Ando's architec-
tural images instead of rightfully living.
IThile it is true in most cases that im-
ages for consumption are still executed
in Disneyland style (as are typically
shown in large commercial develop-
ments-the aesthetics of gentrification),
it is ridiculous to believe that we can
make a precise distinction between the
image and substance of our lives. And
it is obviously too naive to believe that
living on image is bad and living on
substance is right.

Modernists, from Theodor Adorno
to Kenneth Frampton, have been very
critical of commercial activities and in-
dustries. But for me, contrary to the
western interpretation thar ries it to the
revival of historicist language, post-
modernism is nothing but the age in
which capitalism has achieved matu-
rity, in which commercialism could (at
least on occasion) assume another form
from its vulgar origins. 'Wasn't it more
that half a cenrury ago thar Disneyland
was conceived as an alternative "uto-
pian image" to communism? Postmod-
ern culture is based on a subtle shift in
the traditional notions of identity and

locality. People are simply liuing in a
different air.ln this air, the Disneyland
paradigm (variations on a theme park
as advocated by Michael Sorkin) ap-
pears as something obsolete.

HyporHrrcRr CoruclusroN

Of course I am talking with some exag-
geration. But if Japanese capitalism
were to succeed in achieving the
posthistorical stage of capitalism,
which is an ideology of "eternal
present," it has to occur this way. In
the recent Architectural-Design article
"British Architecture in Exile,"3 which
focuses on British architects' works
abroad, Iifil Alsop, who enjoys an in-
ternational (at least on the scale of the
EC) success today, deplores his home
country's situation: "As this grip of
monetarism and market forces has
taken hold of decision making in the
British Isles, the role of the manager
has increased in importance. Person-
ally, I find this an absolute insult to
myself and to my profession." This, as
will be partially underlined by another
British architect later, is a different
situation from that which we have in
Japan. Is Great Britain, the country
that gave birth to capitalism, failing to
progress to another stage? Obviously,
someone might argue against my naive
observations that this story of the reha-
bilitation (sanctification?) of capitalism
in Japan is, if it were ever true, now an
old story that became obsolete after the
bankruptcy of Japan's bubble economy.
Possibly. But apart from the argumenr
on economy and commerce, the prob-
lem of the architectural culture in this
age of globalism is still not settled.

Tom Heneghan, another British ar-
chitect currently living and working in
Tokyo, writes, "Such visionary initia-
tives are almost inconceivable in the
UK," in the above-mentioned Architec-
tural Design "Such visionary initia-
tives" are a series of public building
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commissions initiated in two of about
fifty prefectures in Japan: Kumamoto
(Artpolis projects) and Toyoma
(Machino-Kao, "Faces of Towns").
Heneghan is involved in both. I am
acting as director on the Kuamamoto
project with lsozaki acting as a com-
missioner. !7hile Artpolis contains five
commissions for foreign architects
among about fifty projects, all of the
Toyama projects, though much more
modest in size, were commissioned to
foreign architects. (To name several of
them: Piano, Lapena & Torre,
Gigantes & Zenghelis in Kumamoto;
the late Herron, Benson & Forsyth,
Miralles in Toyama. In another similar
kind of project in Nagasaki, Michael
Rotondi of L.A. was commissioned).
These are not commercially-motivated
projects and are still ongoing in spite
of Japan's economic recession. But, of
course, I am not referring to these to
boast of the "visionary initiative" of
our statesmen (this is not the case in
general, sorry to say), nor to refute the
claim that our architectural air is still
fresh as Heneghan mentioned. Rather,
I believe that these cases exemplify the
nature of international proiects today.

A good example is the project of
Heneghan himself. This is a series of
buildings belonging to the prefectural
Grassland Agricultural Institute; sheds
for cows, calves, and horses, built in
the foothills of Mt. Aso in a beautiful
natural setting. We (Isozaki and I)
coordinated his commissions not to
add more internationalist proiects to
this provincial area, but to have build-
ings that perfectly fit the landscape, an
endeavor for which we believe British
people have an amazrng sensibility.
Heneghan's works are a pleasing con-
trast to more international works by
domestic architects like Kazuo
Shinohara, whose designs could be

built any place in the world regardless
of its local context. In this case the
choice of Heneghan was more suitable

to the local context than the choice of
domestic designer. This refutes the con-
ventional idea that domestic issues can
only be manipulated by local people,
which I believe shows only a lack of
imagination and understanding of con-
temporary culture. Koolhaas's hypo-
thetical conclusion that the problem
of "dilemma" is no longer interesting
could surely be acceptable.

Norss

1. Koolhaas's comment is published in
Nexus World (Fukuoka Jisho Real Estate, 1991)

2. See my article "Architecture as Social
Reality," in JA Library 1993.

3. Architectural Design 55 (1995).
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Derivative or Imitative ?

Modern Architecture in Chile
Rene Dauids

Iifhile the Pacific Rim is comprised of
countries from the Americas, Oceania,
Australia and Asia, it is quire common
to hear the term used exclusively in re-
lation to the American-Asian connec-
tion. With a 2600 mile long coast and
a breadth of only 250 miles at its wid-
est, Chile has a much longer Pacific
Coast than the continental U.S., and a
legitimate claim to be considered an
important part of the Pacific basin.

Much has been written about work
opportunities for American architects
in Asia, the indifference of Asian clienrs
to their own traditions, and the excite-
ment created by the prospect of build-
ing the new in the Far East. These atti-
tudes are prevalent in many of the
developing nations and certainly in
Chile. However, I would like to suggesr
that when local practitioners appear ro
be designing in the manner and style of
the First lWorld, a creative reinterpreta-
tion to their own culture may often be
at play.

At the southern tip of South
America, Chile is far removed from
both Europe and America, to which it
is historically and economically linked.
Running along its border with Argen-
tina are the Andes, among the tallest
mountains in the world. This barrier
creates a sense of isolation further in-
tensified by the distance separating rhe
common borders with Peru and Bolivia
from the centers of population in each
country.

An economic boom hit Chile in the
mid 1980s during the final years of the
military dictatorship of General
Augusto Pinochet. The free market

policies that brought economic success
have since been continued by the two
democratically elected governmenrs
which succeeded him. Today the coun-
try is regarded by many analysts as a
Latin "economic tiger" comparable to
Asian countries like Korea and
Singapore. From an almost exclusive
reliance on copper exports in the late
1970s the Chilean economy diversified
to the extent that in 1994 Chile's
economy was assessed to be the most
competitive in Latin America.

The economic change has had a

dramatic impact on the landscape of
Santiago, Chile's capital of almost 5
million inhabitants. Founded in 1541,
the city grew through periods of boom
and bust, gradually extending its met-
ropolitan area. During the 1980s
Santiago departed from its rraditional
growth paftern as large amounts of
land were added to its core ar an accel-
erated pace. By merging existing subur-
ban areas with the traditional down-
town, the new expansion differed from
all previous annexations. Driving this
change was the movement of large
numbers of the Chilean middle class
from outlying areas to high-rise apart-
ments in the city center, in contrast to
the American pattern of middle class
flight from downrown. ITith security a
major issue, Santiaguinos found that
high-rise residential blocks could be
easily and cheaply monitored by
guards. Much of the new work from
the last 15 years has occurred in these
recently densified urban areas.

Unlike some other Latin-American
countries, Chile has had few architects
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of world renown. $7ith no obvious tal-
ents like Uruguay's Eladio Drieste,
Brazil's Oscar Niemayer, or Mexico's
Luis Barragan, nor any stars in exile
such as Peru's Henri Ciriani in France
or the Argentinean C6sar Pelli in the
United States, Chile's architects have
played a secondary role even in Latin
American terms. Borja-Huidobro and
Emilio Duhart, Chilean architects
working with Paul Chemetov and prac-
ticing mainly in Paris, have become re-
spected figures, but their work, uneven
and too closely associated with the ra-
tionalist movement and Le Corbusier,
has failed to lead and inspire. Should
this perceived lack of individual genius
be interpreted as the absence of creativ-
ity or collective genius?

Isolation, a colonial past and an
ambition to be considered part of the
developed'W'estern world have made
Chile's modern architecture particu-
larly susceptible to foreign influence.
Ideas are imported into the country by
the immigration of foreign architects,
the return of Chilean architects who
have studied abroad, and through
books and publications. The product of
these influences, Chilean architecture
often appears alien, out of context or
suffering from lack of originality. This
has been a recurrent and continuous
source of pain in intellectual circles.
Sergio Larrain Garcia-Moreno, an in-
fluential Chilean architect, and author
of the first modern movement building
in Chile, wrote in 1937: "Ve used to
import ornamentation from Europe, or
the United States; today it is the plan,
the structure materials, and the artistic
will. The building is in sync with itself
but not with our climate, or our char-
acter. Reactions or revolutions, tech-
niques, formulas, and manifestoes in
Europe or the US are what interests us.
'We are repetitive people; if our forefa-
thers imitated stuccoes, we have opted
to imitate everything. 'Sfe have science
and that makes us more responsible."I

'$7hen polled in 1.972 a third of
Chilean architects believed Chilean ar-
chitecture had made no contribution to
modern architecture. Twenty percent
thought Chilean architects had played
a social role, and fifty percent believed
Chilean architecture had some national
features, but when pressed for charac-
teristics could only come up with terms
such as "simplicity" or "sobriety."2

Such lack of confidence on the part
of architects in relation to their creative
contribution is a reflection of inflated
expectations: a national obsession with
a search for pure authenticity and clear
ethnic expression which sees foreign in-
fluence as a kind of malignant tumor
and hybrids as sick bodies. Ironically,
this attitude has obscured achievements
and diverted focus from the less readily
discernible but truly creative aspects of
the culture. Historian Christopher
Wilson observes an analogous phenom-
enon in this country, where the search
for an official authentic style in Santa
Fe, New Mexico, has interfered with
the creative hybridization among indig-
enous, Hispanic and Anglo-American
influences.s Careful analysis reveals
that foreign influences in the architec-
ture of Chile are often absorbed only to
re-emerge in substantially different but
appropriate forms. The following ex-
amples illustrare this point.

Spanish colonization of Santiago
had proceeded in accordance with the
Law of the Indies. Urban blocks were
developed with contiguous adobe
buildings along their perimeters and in-
ner patios or yards within. As the city
grew and densified the courtyards be-

came a potential resource for real es-

tate speculation. Given the large size of
Santiago's urban grid (125 X 125m),
arcades developed in France at the be-
ginning of the nineteenth century were
ideal vehicles to open and colonize the
interior of the block. A covered,
skylighted passage with shops on either
side, arcades afforded shade during the
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summer, protection from the weather,
and safety from vehicular traffic. Some
splendid examples were built. Pictures
of the Pasaje San Carlos of 1870 by
Ricardo Brown show a magnificent
building indistinguishable from its Eu-
ropean antecedents. Chilean arcades
were still adapting readily to the re-
quirements of modern life in the 1950s,
at a time when American and Euro-
pean arcades were decaying or demol-
ished. r$7hile in Europe thearres were
occasionally attached to arcades, as in
the Galerie St. Hubert in Brussels, the
cinema next to the Pasaje Windsor in
Santiago featured light displays during
breaks, extending the world of modern
technology, illusion, and magic into the
public space of the arcade.

Chilean arcades had become even
more popular by the early 1980s, by
which time a new derivative form had
emerged. Arcades or pasaies (passages)
had traditionally penetrated the urban
block to connect existing streets and in-
tensify movement rhrough the fabric.
Caracoles or "snails" as the new ar-
cades were called, inserted themselves

Buildings and arcades in central Santiago.
Courtesy, doctoral dissertation by Jos6 Rosas,
Barcelona 1986.

Pasaje San Carlos, 1870. Photos, Ricardo Brown.

into the urban tissue to produce large
interior spaces for the city. Caracoles
were developed as ascending spiral
promenades with small shops along the
entire path. In the cenrer of the spiral is
a large public space such as a cafe, and
the roof is crowned by a skylight. More
akin to Frank Lloyd r$Tright's Gug-
genheim Museum than to the tradi-
tional arcade, these structures had shop
windows where the museum would dis-
play paintings. The walls had the depth
required for a small retail establish-
ment. Caracoles were made possible by
particular economic conditions and a
strong urban tradition of arcades.

In the 1950s suburban living be-
came increasingly popular in Santiago.
The tradition of domestic buildings
placed continuously along the perim-
eter of urban blocks was supplanted by
houses or isolated apartment structures
surrounded by gardens. To protect
buildings from vandalism, plots were
surrounded by walls and fences, rein-
forcing existing cultural predilections.
Houses looked substantiallv like their
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Edificio Dos Caracoles. Larrain Swinburn and Covarrubias Architects, 1976.

Anglo-Saxon antecedents with their
plans reflecting local social structure.
Maids' rooms, for example, were lo-
cated near kitchens and close to the
main door, making clear social and
functional distinctions between cook-
ing, dining, and servant areas. Planned
in this way and built out of reinforced
masonry, suburban houses felt both
more substantial and more rigid than
their American counterparts.

In a phenomenon reminiscent of
the development of bungalow courts
in California, courtyards of attached
or row houses also emerged in the '50s
in suburban settings to accommodate
people with lower incomes. Their
layout and iconography were clearly
inspired by Raymond Unwin's Hamp-
stead Garden Suburb, and these build-
ings seemed to draw additional
inspiration from the urban courtyard
tradition. They kept alive a form which
reinforced a sense of community for
the houses surrounding the common
open space.

It is within this tradition that
Fernando Castillo Velasco made his
contribution. His architectural reputa-
tion was established as a member of a

well known Chilean firm of the 1950s
and '60s, Bresciani, Vald6s, Castillo,
Huidobro. The firm's best known
housing scheme, Unidad Vecinal

Portales (1,957), consisted of large slab-
blocks placed in a parklike setting con-
nected with "streets in the air." In an
attempt to resolve the housing problem
by large scale developments and unmis-
takably inspired by the work of Le
Corbusier and Allison and Peter
Smithson, these reinforced concrete
structures adopted the social principles
of the Modern Movement.

Upon his return from Britain
where Fernando Castillo had taken up
exile during the military dictatorship,
his social concerns were expressed in
smaller scale developments in the
Comuna of La Reina, a semi-rural area
of Greater Santiago of which he had
been the mayor during the 1960s. Im-
pressed by Britain's brick construction
and equipped with new references, in-
cluding Ralph Erskine's Claire College
in Cambridge where he had lived dur-
ing some of his years abroad, Castillo
Velasco began to develop small groups
of brick buildings called commun-
idades. These ensembles were devel-
oped for middle class people interested
in participating in the design of their
environment and willing to share land
amon8 themselves. The aim was to in-
tegrate their housing with the semi-ru-
ral character of the area. \With one ex-
ception, the communidades were built
of exposed cheap reinforced brick
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masonry, with metal roofs and wooden
doors and windows, often incorporat-
ing recycled material. Design emphasis
was placed on shared communal
spaces. Conceived as backdrops to the
pleasures of daily life rather than as
sculptural objects, the houses contain
sequences of single and double height
spaces, covered and uncovered patios,
and a rich relationship to natural light
and the surroundings. The design of
the houses is clearly indebted to
Brutalism and the Maison Jaoul of Le
Corbusier (1955) in particular, al-
though the quality of the building and
detailing is significantly poorer.

By coming rogether voluntarily and
participating in the design process of
the whole development and of each
house, the people in the communidades
make lifetime commitmenrs to share
more than the a fence, security, and
real estate interest. Most commun-
idades share a park, playground facili-
ties, and a field for soccer and other
games. Community participarion has
become popular as a means to acceler-
ate the political process of getting indi-
viduals approved, but it is rarely a part
of middle class housing developmenrs
where market research dominates all
production. The type and scale of
developments, the relationship to the

Casas entre medianeros. F. Castillo, P. Labb6, F.
Vergara, E. Castillo, H. Varela, architects, 1977.

land, the formal expression, craft and
individual detail, the arrempts ro re-
cycle materials, the spatial sequences
were all in opposition to the ideals of
Castillo Velasco's pre-exile work.
However, in the continuous pursuit of
a social framework for his work, this
architect found a form unique and par-
ticularly appropriate to the physical,
cultural, and social context for which
it was designed.

Caracoles and communidades illus-
trate creative adaptations by local
architects over long periods of time.
Caracoles illustrate the process by
which a European urban building type
was first copied, then transformed, and
finally evolved into an authentically
original expression. The communi-
dades of Fernando Castillo Velasco are
more eclectic in their borrowings and
more diffused in their innovation.

The German magazine Architekta
describes architecture in the second
half of this century in Santiago and
Lima as "Americanized," oriented
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Housing at Av. Sanchez Fontecilla. Alberto Cruz
Eyzaguine, architect.
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towards the automobile, and consumer-
driven; an architecture of chaotic alien
bodies in conflict with its environ-
ment-a traditional city ready to re-
claim through a patina of dust the once
pristine strange buildings. This unkind
perception of Andean architecture is

only marginally in conflict with the
view Chileans have of their own work.

Yet, to regard Chilean architecture
or the architecture of most developing
countries in the 20th century exclu-
sively as a series of imitations or varia-
tions on European, American, and,
lately, Japanese models is misleading.
Copies of foreign architectural models
do occur, and copying may well be a

necessary step-not unlike children's
learning processes-in the search for
creative expression. This reality might
seem to justify the practice of employ-
ing foreign architects in developing
countries as the most efficient way to
import ideas. But, in that respect, the
Chilean example seems important in
distinction from much of what is

occurring in Asia: the great maiority
of foreign architects practicing in Chile
are immigrants who have made a com-
mitment unlikely to be made by archi-
tects entering a country exclusively for
economic gain,

It is difficult for people belonging
to one culture to fully understand the
needs and peculiarities of another, and
it cannot be achieved in the relative
short period of time it takes to design
a building. This distinction is funda-
mental because only a genuine and last-
ing commitment of architects to the
place of their creative activity can pro-
duce the cultural enrichment that
occurs with the intermingling of differ-
ent traditions and cultural values.

Norns

1. "El edificio guarda unidad con si mismo,
su plano y estructura corresponden a su aspecto,

pero no guarda unidad con nuestro suelo, ni con
nuestro car6cter, o por lo menos , no procura
guardarla, s6lo le interesa estar de acuerdo con lo
6ltimo que se hace de revolucionario de Europa,
con la t6cnica de que alli o en U.S.A. se dispone,
con la formula de los sabios, con el manifiesto de

los artistas. Somos repetidoresl si nuestros

antepasados imitaban los estucos, nosotros [o

imitamos todo. 56lo tenemos mas ciencia que ellos
y eso nos hace mas responsables." Eliash

Humberto, Moreno Manuel Arquitectura y
modernidad en Chile 1925-1955. Una realidad
multiple ( Santiago: Ediciones Universidad Cat6lica
de Chile), 32.

2. Koch Ximena, " Opiniones
representativas de arquitectos chllenos," AU C A 22,
1972.

3. See Christopher \filson, "When a room is

the Hall," Mass Journal of the School of
Architecture and Planning, University of New
Mexico, Summer 1984, 77 -23.

4. Cuadra-Kochansky Manuel, "Architektur
zwischen Elend und Glanz," Architeftl 5 June
1988,390-396.
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Architecture Journals: The Means
for Discourse in Latin America

Ram6n Gwti|rrez
Translated by Richard Ingersoll

To obtain a history of contemporary
architecture in Latin America requires
an examination of the contents of ar-
chitecture magazines published since
the beginning of this century. This does
not imply that periodicals could replace
the unimpeachable testament of the
works themselves, but these sources of-
fer the best access to the theoretical
outline that guides the works, the ma-
jor ideas of their crearors, and quite of-
ten the basic materials used for study
or preparation (plans, original photos,
and earlier projects). Periodicals are
also useful for their mixture of theoret-
ical texts, criticism, records of competi-
tions, unbuilt projects, debates, and
manifestos. They constitute a substan-
tial portion of architectural culture at
any given historical moment. There are
also many books that could at least
partially duplicate this documentary
function, and in recent decades there
have been forays into other types of
media as well, such as television pro-
grams, videos, and regular newspaper
columns devoted to architecture.

The widening universe of architec-
l,:ural magazines presenrs distinct points
of origin that show varying points of
view over time. There are four types of
architectural magazines published in
Latin America. Those that have sur-
vived the longest are typically spon-
sored by the professional associations
of their respective countries. The oldest
continuing magazine in Latin America
is La Reuista de Arquitectura of the

Sociedad de Arquitectos del Uruguay,
founded in-1.91,4, followed by
Arquitectura Cuba of the Uni6n de
Arquitectos e Ingenieros, in print since
1917. La Reuista de Arquitectura of
the Sociedad Central de Arquitectos de
Buenos Aires was published from 1915
untll 7952, and recently resumed publi-
cation under the same name. Another
type of magazine, which forms the big-
gest group, emerges from the architec-
ture schools of universities. In general,
these publications have a more ephem-
eral life due to the instability of their
editorial staffs, who graduate or move
on to new positions. A third type of
magazine is funded through private
organizations and study centers. The
lives of these publications tend to be
fairly tenuous, as they are tied ro un-
certain financing. And, finally, there
are commercial magazines sustained by
corporate publishers, which are charac-
terized by their large print-runs and
wide circulation. The continuity and
frequency of these publications are
connected to the market and their abil-
ity to adapt to it.

Derived from a study I recently
completed on eighty-five architecture
magazines in Latin America, these cat-
egories help to distinguish the various
modalities of magazines. The study re-
veals the way in which these magazines
influence and reflect thought about ar-
chitecture in this century. Institutional
magazines with captive audiences (i.e.,
the members of their organizations)
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generally follow architecture fashions
eclectically, unless the organizations'
leaders have strong ideological posi-
tions, in which case the magazine may
assume combative positions and in-
clude avant-garde contradictions to the
professional status quo. Such maga-
zines may also, in the other extreme,
represent only the prevailing positions
or trends.

These magazines reveal important
processes of change: for example, the
student initiative's imposition of neoco-
lonial tastes on Reuista de Arquitectura
(Buenos Aires, 1915) early this century;
or the transformation in 1.960 of
Arquitectura Cuba after the Cuban
Revolution. Commercial publications
probably best reflect the cultural initia-
tives of contemporary architecture. The
first theoretical movement for el colo-
nial to confront the academicism of
Beaux Arts was expressed in E/
Arquitecto (Buenos Aires) in 1920-25.
This movement was subsequently redi-
rected into the "mission style" or
"Californianism" through the direct in-
fluence of North American magazines
and Casas y Jardines (Buenos Aires,
1,937).

Rationalist thought was diffused
through shortlived publications such as

Tecnb (Buenos Aires, 1942-44) and
other, more enduring publications such
as Nuestra Arquitectura (Buenos Aires,
1929-83), which also initiated discus-
sion on mass housing. Around this lat-
ter theme emerged El Arquitecto
Peruano (Lima, 1,938-64\, founded by
Fernando Belaund6 Terry, who was
twice elected the president of his coun-
try, underlining the importance that the
magaztne had played in approaching
the problem of housing and in defining
the collective work and "popular ac-
tion" of the country's poor inhabitants.

The definitive presence of the mod-
ern movement in Latin America was
captured rn lntegral (Caracas,
1955-57), Acropole (San Pablo,

1950-80), Habitat (Sio Paulo,
1950-80), Proa (Bogot6, 1946),
Ar quitectur a (Mexico, 1,9 38 -7 2), A
(Caracas, 1954-55lr, Nueua Vision
(Buenos Aires, 1955- 58), Arquitectura
y Planificacion (La Paz, L947-48),
Espacios (Mexico, 19 52-56),
Ar quite ctura y Construcci6n (Santiago
de Chile, 1945-50), and Arquitectura
de Hoy, the Spanish edition of
L' Ar ch ite ctur e d' Auj our d' hui (Buenos
Aires-Paris, 1,947 -49). These periodi-
cals expressed the ideas of the Latin
American pioneers of modernism, in-
cluding Carlos Rafl Villanueva and

Jorge Romero Guti6rrez of Venezuela,
Mario Pani of Mexico, Tom5s
Maldonado of Argentina, Emilio
Villanueva of Bolivia, Lina Bo Bardi of
Brazil, and Carlos Martinez of Colom-
bia. M6dulo (Rio de Janeiro, 1955),
founded by Oscar Niemeyer, represents
a special case, as it served to dissemi-
nate information on his work at
Brasilia and promote the career of its
founder.

During the 1960s, commercial
publications opened new thematic ar-
eas. Some were solid enterprises such
as Punto (Caracas, 1.961) and SUMMA
(Buenos Aires, 1953-93), which com-
bined information with criticism. Un-
der the direction of Marina 'Waisman,

SUMMA issued several thematic mono-
graphs and a series of supplements on
theory and criticism, entitled
Cwaderno s SU MM A-Nueua V ision,
and, the highest expression of this
genre, Summarios.In 1962 the Bogota-
based book publisher Escala launched
a line of thematic monographic maga-
zines with inserted portfolios that have
become magazines in themselves. The
theoretical debate has been further en-
hanced by Cwadernos de Escala, pub-
lished by Proain Colombia. AUCA
(Santiago de Chile, 1.965), a private
commercial enterprise, and the
un i versity-af filiate A r q u it e ct ura
Autogobierno (Mexico, 197 6). Both
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are involved with universities, and are
of ideological importance.

Other, related professional fields
have been integrated into the architec-
ture discourse through a dynamic pro-
cess. \7ith regard to the historic plan,
there is Anales of the Instituto de
Investigaciones Est6ticas, UNAM
(Mexico, 1938), and the research of the
Instituto de Arte Americano (Buenos
Aires, 1948). To this tradition could be
added Boletin by the Centro de
Investigaciones Hist5ricas (Caracas,
1964-86), Apuntes (Bogot6, 197 5), and
D ocumentos de Arquitectura Nacional
y Americana, or DANA (Resistencia,
1973), which covers issues related to
urban history and the preservation of
the historic patrimony. (DANA is note-
worthy for its "Atila" prtze, bestowed
annually to the project that has done
the most damage to Latin American ar-
chitecture culture.)

Regarding the debate on ecology
and the environment, the magazines
A-Ambiente (La Plata, t9771, Boletin
de Medio Ambiente y [Jrbanizaci6n
(Buenos Aires, 1982), and Arquitectura
del Paisaie (Bogot5, 1990) signal an
important turn roward interdisciplinary
thought. The pioneeri ng IJrbanismo y
Arquitectura (Santiago de Chile,
1939-481 was among the first publica-
tions to approach urbanism and plan-
ning, topics that were expanded upon
by university magazines such as
Urbana (Caracas, L982), Rua
(Salvador-Bahia, 1988), and EURE
(Santiago de Chile, 1974). Moreover,
many publicarions devored to graphic,
textile, or industrial design began to
annex the topic of architecture, as in
the case of Disefio UAM (Mexico,
1983) and Disefio (Santiago de Chile,
1987).

The magazines wirh the largest
circulation, such as Projeto (Sio paulo,
1977) and CA of the Colegio de
Arquitectos de Chile (Santiago, 1958)
are sufficienrly broad in scope ro in-

clude theoretical texts, presentation of
works, institutional news, and architec-
ture criticism. They generally do not
endorse trends; rather, they eclectically
express the image of current architec-
ture production. Some commercial and
university publications also cover a
wide range of work and ideas. Some
examples areTrama (Quito, 1982),
ARQ (Santiago de Chile, 1980),
Arquitecturas del Sur (Concepc6n,
1983), AU (56o Paulo, 1985), A-tJ
(Havana, 1990), SVA-CAV (Caracas,
1961), El Arqa (Montevideo, 1.991.),
ARS (Santiago de Chile, 1977), Hito
(Bogot6, 1984), Trazo (Monrevideo,
19791, and Arquitectura Boliuiana
(Santa Cruz de la Sierra, 1988).
Now-defunc magazines that fulfilled
similar roles include Trama (Buenos
Aires, 1 983-90), Arquitectura (Ptio
de Janeiro, 196t-69), Calli (Mexico,
19 59 -7 0), Arquitectos Mlxicanos
(Mexico, 1960-58), Cota Cero
(Asunci6n, 1.978-83), and Habitar
(San Jos6 de Costa Rica,1976-92).

Architecture publishing today is
substantially different than it was in
the past insofar as there now exists a
certain esprit de corps amongLatin
American magazines that allows them
to collaborate and to collectivelv em-
phasize Latin American architecture.
Many magazines collaborate (like CA
and Trama) or participate in common
events and meetings, such as the
Seminarios de Arquitectura
Latinoamericana (SAL) and the bien-
nial exhibitions of Quito and Santiago.
All of this has contributed to widening
communicarion and forging solidarity
among architecture magazines, which
establishes a unique condition: the ca-
pacity to work from a common base
and the coincidence of themes in the
dissemination of architectural culture.

The notorious vacuum that grew
around Latin American culture in the
1970s was reversed by a frankly "Latin
Americanist" interest in the decade that
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followed. The recuperation of ecologi-
cal ttremes and the search for appropri-
ate technologies; the question of cul-
tural identity and the preoccupation
with historic patrimony were consoli-
dated into debates occurring at the
heart of the profession and of architec-
ture education. As a result, architecture
magazines broadened their coverage of
urban matters, which had previously
been confined to specialized publica-
tions. More editorial attention was
given to urban and environmental is-
sues, where the impact of design on ur-
ban development is evident. Magazine
columns were filled with criticism of
large-scale real estate developments,
the passive role of municipalities in the
construction of cities, the deterioration
of public space, and the lack of concern
for the common good. It is probable
that this publishing activity subtly dis-
couraged, either by omission or discon-
tinuity, the debate surrounding
postmodernism and deconstructivism,
which the publications recognized to
be frivolous and ephemeral.

In constructing an architecture cul-
ture that is both autonomous and uni-
versalist, there has been a tendency on
the part of publications to concentrate
on a precise understanding of Latin
American reality and the spirit of place.

Rather than universalize an abstract
modernity, the idea of an appropriate
modernity resonates with many in this
phase of critical reflection. The idea of
regionalism was then dragged into the
debate, and persists to this day. This
interjection of social consciousness into
professional reality is no doubt condi-
tioned by the region's urgent structural
problems, such as notoriously unre-
solved housing issues and other social,
educational, and cultural concerns.

The appetite for lush images, the
power of graphic illustrations, and the
sensibility toward an architecture that
pretends to represent local variations
of First !7orld buildings have under-

mined, to a certain extent, the coverage
of social themes central to Latin Ameri-
can reality. This contradiction between
a heightened preoccupation with the
continental reality of Latin America
and the omission of the ideology of its
social aspects clearly signals that it is
impossible to nurture a cultural con-
sciousness when confronted with the
alienating banalities of the architecture
jet set. The architecture magazines,
with their disparate origins and goals,
continue to present the diverse facets of
the field, standing as a witness to the
debate of our times.

Architecture magazines still fail to
carry the discussion to a wide public,
even if the quantity of books on Latin
American architecture grows each year,

exceeding one hundred titles annually
from Latin American publishers alone.
But they do remain the central source
for disseminating architectural dis-
course in Latin America, essential to
our understanding of the architecture
of this century.

Reprinted with permission from Design
Book Review 32/33 (SPring/Summer
1994).
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\7here \Torlds Collide: Views on
IJrban Life from'West Hollywood
Allyne Winderman, AIA

PnnrurE: THE OJ. Tnnr- es
Mr-rnpson

-When you are a minority in America,
you are always on probarion.
Radio speaker, "Whicb Way LA?"

August 4,1995

The O.J. Simpson trial has made clear
to everyone what most minorities and
women already know, that there are
different perceptions of reality. The
country is transfixed by this trial of the
former football player and actor ac-
cused of murdering his wife and her
friend. Looking at the same evidence,
nearly three-quarters of Caucasians are
convinced of Mr. Simpson's guilt while
African Americans by the same per-
centage believe him innocent. For
many African Americans, the trial con-
firms that authorities cannot be
trusted, particularly the police, and
that the power structure cannot abide
a successful black man. Their inevi-
table conclusion is that O.J. was "set
up, getting his comeuppance for being
famous, rich, and for having a blonde
wife. " Meanwhile, middle-class
caucasians seek more law and order.

\7hile the apocalyptic vision of the
Los Angeles of the future shown in the
1982 movie Blade Runner has become
an overused image, it is impossible to
overlook or dismiss its imagery. Has a

dark looming chaos overcome the city?
Is the city an alien being filled wirh the
cacophony of heterogeneous signs, lan-
guages, and people? STas Ridley Scott
prophetic, will Los Angeles become the
Blade Runner city, or has it already?

Or is this trial merely bringing to
the surface the most obvious fact, that
while we occupy the same city, we are
not in the same place?

Los ANcsr-rs: A Cry rN TReNsruroN

Los Angeles was first settled by the
pobladores-eleven families, forty-four
people who journeyed here from
Sinaloa and Sonora, Mexico a thou-
sand miles away. Foretelling Los Ange-
les' future, twenty-six had some African
ancestry, almost an equal number were
native American Indian, and two were
Spanish. Los Angeles was established as

a town in 178I and named el pueblo de
la reina de los angeles, the town of the
queen of angels. The town grew slowly
until rhe Anglo-American conquest of
1848, which brought settlers to the'S7est
in droves.

The city of Los Angeles today has
a population of 3.5 million people (9
million in L.A. County). The city's
population is 42 percent Latino, 13
percent African American, 9.2 percent
Asian, and 37.3 percent Caucasian, the
first time since the settler rush that
whites are agatn in the minority. A
major center of continuing Pacific im-
migration, Los Angeles has significant
Mexican, Salvadoran, Chinese, Korean,
Jewish, Iranian, Armenian, Filipino,
Thai, Guatemalan, Japanese, Israeli,
Russian, lndian, and Vietnamese popu-
lations, to name just a few of the iden-
tifiable cultures.The changing nature of
this city makes it, arguably, the most
vibrant, energetic and creative place in
the United States today. It also brings
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into question how all of these groups
interact, how they create an ethnic
identity in this mix of cultures, how
this identity differs from the identity of
people in their homeland, and how and
if they will come together to form a
unified city.

Moreover, these changes are not
commonly understood or universally
embraced. The trend in the Los Angeles
region is for the white and wealthy
population to move farther from the
center, leaving the older parts of the
city to the many minority groups and
recent immigrants. IThile the City of
Los Angeles grew by 17.5percent over
the last census decade, the surrounding
communities grew by much greater
numbers including 76.5 percent in
Riverside County, 58.5 percent in San

Bernadino County, and 26 percent in
Ventura County. In Los Angeles, a city
that has been accused throughout its
history of having no center, the cen-
trifugal trend of growth away from the
traditional center has accelerated over
recent years, resulting in a city that ap-
pears to be extremely segregated both
by race and by class.

In this context, the city of !7est
Hollywood, contained within the heart
of Los Angeles, does not mirror its sur-
roundings but, unique in its own his-
tory, nonetheless represents many of
the issues of urban cultural identities
and their challenges to the built envi-
ronment-a unique but suprisingly
characteristic microcosm of a cosmo-
politan pueblo de la reina in the 1990s.

Wssr Hor-rvwooo

A city of 36,000 people, !7est Holly-
wood (home of the famous Sunset Strip
and situated between Beverly Hills and
Hollywood at the center of Los Ange-
les) through various twists of fate, had
been an unincorporated part of the
County of Los Angeles until 1984
when it established itself as a city. The

City is 30 percent gay, 50 percent Jew-
ish,22 percent elderly, 13-15 percent
Russian immigrants, 4 percent African
American, and 9 percent Latino. At
times, membership in groups overlaps.

Because the area had been ne-
glected by the enormous county bu-
reaucracy before cityhood, the over-
whelming characteristic of the residents
of the city is their enthusiastic partici-
pation in civic life. Great crowds of
people atrend city celebrations ranging
from the Gay Pride parade to the city's
1Oth anniversary party. City Council
and Planning Commission meetings at-
tract members of the business commr-rniry,
residents, and the loyal opposition.

In the following testimonies, a

cross-section of city staff share their
views about how ethnicity has affected
their life in Los Angeles and why they
have chosen to live or work in V/est
Hollywood.

Srrvr MenrrN
Cmv CouNcrr MlMsrn
My father is Irish, my mother is

Chinese, Mexican, and Filipino. My
great, great grandfather was from
Canton, China. ti7hen he tried to come
to California, he couldn't get in due to
the Chinese Exclusion Act. So he went
to Sonora, Mexico where he married,
later moving with his bride to New
Mexico and then to California.

I grew up in L.A. It's my home
even though it has changed dramati-
cally since my childhood. In the city,
there are still places like open fields
that remind me of my childhood. In
those days, we used to build tum-
bleweed forts in the fields and play in
the flood control channels.

I am reminded of my ancient past
through various rituals and objects.
For example, Mexican Catholics incor-
porate pre-Columbian symbols into
Christian iconography. The images
used during religious processions honor
traditions that are one thousand years
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old. Skulls, bats, frogs, jaguars,
eagles-the forms used in masks and
ornament in contemporary Mexican
and Mexican-American culture-were
all sacred symbols of the Mayan and
Aztec cultures.

Because of my background I am
able to relate to people of different cul-
tures. I am sensitive to recurring
spasms of racism in our society and
remember my great, great grandfather's
exclusion from California, my grand-
mother's stories of the Zoot Suit wars
against Mexican-Americans, and my
Japanese neighbor's internment during
World 

.War 
II. It makes me aware that

being different can be dangerous; that
there is always a price for not assimi-
lating.

I like to live in !7est Hollywood
because the city has incredible diver-
sity, but a reassuringly small town en-
vironment. People here expect you to
be unusual-if you are ordinary, it's a
bit odd. Even the animals are excep-
tional. There is a noisy family of par-
rots in my neighborhood. They came
up from Mexico, but they fit in even
though they are immigrants.

FneN SolonaoN
Dr.pury (nssrsreNr) To rHE Mevon
I am a Russian Jew. My great grand-
parents were immigrants. I live at
Venice Beach and work in lfest Holly-
wood. I like the balance of being able
to take advantage of all the cultural
offerings of West Hollywood and Los
Angeles while being able to escape to
the beach which is isolated and restor-
ative. It gives me the down time I need
to keep my sanity.

Although'West Hollywood and
Venice are very different physically,
both places have in common a liberal
political philosophy and an "artsy"
creative environment. That is what
attracts me to them. Both places also
have large Jewish populations. I don't
know whether we are attracted to

places with these characteristics or if
we play a part in creating rhem.

As I get older, I want ro feel more
rooted. I find myself relating more ro
my Jewish background. I like to live in
communities that make me feel more
connected, that are urban and diverse
with a visible Jewish population. That
makes me feel at home. There is an
unspoken understanding, I know a lot
about you if you tell me you are Jew-
ish. I am now beginning to understand
the concept of Israel the desire for a
Jewish homeland.

Tuwr-r Tna^l
AourNrsrnenw Assrsrelr
My ethnic background, Vietnamese,
does affect the way I view the city. I
live in \i7est Hollywood because of the
strong gay subculture in which I would
like to participate and be a part. By be-
ing part of two minority groups, gay
and Vietnamese, I believe that I view
things in a different light than, say a
white heterosexual male. I am more
sensitive to discrimination, but I do not
live my life thinking rhat everything af-
fects my life differently because I am
Asian. I consciously notice other Asians
every day, even though I don't have
Asian friends I hang out with. My best
friends are all white. I'm not sure why.

I tend to norice the ambiance/at-
mosphere of people that are at places
I visit. For example, I would notice if
there were many Asians or if the place
was really white and not very diverse.
I notice different clusters of people in
this city, as well as other places. Some
nightclubs tend to gear toward differ-
ent groups: whites, straights, minori-
ties, and Asians. My favorite places
to hang out/visit: Abbey Coffeehouse,
Mickey's nightclub, Cafe de Paris res-
taurant, Virgin Megastore, Century
City Plaza.

I know this will never happen, but
I wish that we could have more of a
melting pot in the city for gays of all
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races. I work in \fest Hollywood be-

cause I really enjoy working for a city
that shares the same values as myself. I
can work, live and play all in one city!

Krpuxer Kueui
Accour.rr Clr,nr
My ethnic identity most definitely af-
fects the way I view the city. Not only
ethnic identity, but also my cultural
background and the way I was raised. I
was born and raised on the island of
Kauai, in Hawaii. I am of the Roman
Catholic faith. My dad has worked in
the sugar plantations for over thirty
years and my mom for a small Catholic
school cafeteria.

Being Hawaiian means having an
almost spiritual relationship with the
land, sky, and ocean. This in itself
clearly affects the way I view and use

West Hollywood.
I always find myself drawn to

whatever bits of nature I can find in this
rat race in the middle of L.A. !7here I
live, there is a beautiful courtyard gar-
den with a fountain, barbecue, and
large Hawaiian ferns (hapul.

I do not own a car. I love to walk
and view all the trees and flowers in the
neighborhood. I love to be in the out-
doors as much as possible. I prefer
shopping in the streets to shopping in a
mall. I would not want to live on a ma-
jor street with lots of traffic. I don't like
cars and all their exhaust. I won't really
hang out at coffee shops or restaurants
on sidewalks near to such exhaust.

\fell, I'm definitely an island boy at
heart. My ideal home would be made of
wood and glass with lots of decks and
open spaces (lots of plants) it would be

fifteen minutes from the sea, fifteen
minutes from the mountains, and if pos-
sible fifteen minutes from the big city.

\fhile I need the warm weather and
pieces of nature here and there, I also
like the excitement of being in the
middle of a big city. I do have a love-
hate relationship with L.A. I love the

excitement and opportunity to do al-
most anything. I hate the rat race and
crime.

West Hollywood is a unique and
vibrant community. There is definitely
an open air feel. This city is doing a

great iob at making the best of its lim-
ited space. The streets are clean and
vegetation is all around. I like that!

Marrvex Anrrt
UnseN orsIcNrER AND ARCHITECT

I was born and raised in Iran and was
working there as an architect and pro-
fessor of architecture at the University
of Tehran. I came to Los Angeles re-
cently to work on my doctorate at the
University of Southern California. I
think my ethnic identity significantly
affects the way I use urban spaces
rather than the way I view the city. I
live near downtown LA in a predomi-
nantly Hispanic community. Language
and appearance are the two imporranr
factors that reveal ethnic identity. Local
community services mainly serve the
needs of the Spanish-speaking residents,
i.e. banks, churches, grocery stores, etc.

In general, the community does not
sufficiently provide the residents with
parks and other recreational facilities.
However, due to the language and cul-
tural differences I hardly use public
amenities. Although as a habit I like
walking, the neighborhood is not pedes-

trian-friendly. The most drastic differ-
ence I experienced between L.A. and
where I grew up is that L.A. has been
essentially designed for cars. If you
don't have a car, you are literally para-
lyzed and there are not enough facilities
to encourage you to walk, i.e. safe,

shaded sidewalks. If I had free time,
I'd like to travel and see people. I rarely
attend ethnic festivities except for the
New Year.

I work in West Hollywood for three
reasons: I like where I work and I like the
people I am working with; my iob relates

to my education; and importantly
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enough, I have to work fairly close to
where I live since I don't have a car.

JoNes IoNrN

Houswc aNo EcoNorvrrc Del,uopiurNr
h.,rrERN

As a Chinese-Russian-American, born
and raised in San Francisco, ethnic
identity plays a significant role in the
way I view and use the City of 

'West

Hollywood. Identifying most with the
Russian Orthodox ethnicity, there are
many cultural and traditional traits
that have been instilled in me from
birth that affect the manner in which I
perceive not only !7est Hollywood but
the world. Although there are numer-
ous commonalties within my commu-
nity (language, traditions, religion, and
perceptions) each person is an indi-
vidual molded by his/her environment
and no two environments can be iden-
tical. Even identical twins raised in
similar environments, as genetically
close as they are, experience the world
in different ways.

San Francisco differs from Los
Angeles in many ways, but the most
obvious is geographic. San Francisco
is limited in its sprawl by the Pacific
Ocean and the Bay creating a city with
different neighborhoods in close prox-
imity to one another and each with its
own individual identity. The diversity
has created a city with possibly the
most appreciation for human differ-
ences on the planet.

I chose to work in'$7est Holly-
wood because my skills fit the city's
needs, and the opportunities provided
by the city fit my needs. In addition, it
is close to my home and UCLA where
I will be attending graduare school.

Hrr-EN Goss
MeNecEn or Puslrc INponrr.ratoN aNo
Cent.r TurvrsloN
I grew up in South-Central Los Angeles.
The things that I saw as a child growing
up in South-Central form the basis by

which I function today. As a person who
has lived in the Los Angeles area for
more than 35 of my 40 years, this ciry is
very much part of how I define myself as
an African-American.

Each day, I must confront the real-
ity of the disparities in society and the
social, economic, and political inlus-
tices that we face daily in this city and
country. As a college-educated and
professional African-American, I am
even more aware of the disparate treat-
ment of people based on race. As I go
about my daily life this reality impacts
the decisions I make about where I live,
shop, go to the movies, where my
daughter goes to school, who she plays
with, and what parts of the city I visit
at night.

Los Angeles is a richly diverse city
but the people tend to segregare inro
their neat communities and only view
people who are different in gross srer-
eotypes.

Jrrrnev Aurtl
RrHerurreloN Asslsrnxr
Being Irish-German born and raised
in Philadelphia has affected the way I
view the City of Iflest Hollywood and
life itself. West Hollywood is an eclec-
tic environment. The gay communiry
and the Russian community live along
side the typical American family. This
is similar to my home town since there
are many different cultures living day
to day, side by side. I find it enjoyable
to be able to experience cultures other
than my own so that my horizons are
always expanding. This isn't just limited
to'\trfest Holly'wood. Los Angeles is filled
with cultural pockets that I can visit
whenever I feel the need.

There are many ways to experience
all the diversity of Los Angeles,
whether it be a Cinco de Mayo fesr or
simply eating sushi on Sunset Boule-
vard. I find that after being here for
over six years, it has really become a

culture of its own to be able to jump
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from country to country merely by
driving two blocks down the street.

Philadelphia is different from Los
Angeles in that people from different
ethnic backgrounds tend to stay more
to themselves and not interact as much
as I see in Los Angeles. I don't know
if this is because Angelenos are, for the
most part, all new arrivals from some-
where else or just more adventurous.
\X/hatever the reason, it makes daily
living exiting and much more enjoy-
able.

Peur AnEvero
Dnrcron op FtNercE
My father is Spanish, my mother Puerto
fucan. My wife is Chinese-American. I
don't think my ethnic background affects

the way I see the city at all. It's funny how-
ever, we just bought a house. tWhen we
looked at the original grant deed, we
wouldn't have been able to buy the house
when it was originally built. The neighbor-
hood excluded all but whites from owner-
ship.

I was born in L.A. I couldn't see living
any,rvhere else. I like the big city feel. \Tithin
minutes you can be in unique, eclectic com-
munities like West Hollywood and Beverly
Hills while you are equally close to tradi-
tional communities like San Marino, or
even rural areas. In L.A. you can be any-
thing you want-you can be as uptight or
as relaxed as you want to be.

Moonr FoR THE FurunE?

Notwithstanding the stereotypes of
West Hollywood as idealist and of Los
Angeles as a banal and undifferentiated
city, we have seen that it is an evolving
and complex aggregation of people and
cultures. The physical manifestation of
these cultures is at times simple and
appealing as a tourist destination, how-
ever the cultures themselves are faced
by many challenges, some shared and
others unique.

Assimilation is the biggest chal-
Ienge: the goal of all immigrants must be

to become "American," but what does

that mean? How does the precarious
ethnic identity remain intact when faced
with the ubiquitous pull of American
culture? Is it destructive to the ethos of
America to encourage strong ethnic iden-
tity among immigrant groups? What is

the meaning and necessiry of place for
the children and grandchildren of immi-
grants?

lfill the freedom of America eventu-
ally lead to a homogeneous culture? Each

ethnic group faces this issue in its own
way, and each with its own anxiety. It is

hard for the children of immigrants to
understand the struggles their forebears
experienced. An elderly Japanese-Ameri-
can woman poignantly expressed the im-
portance of preserving the architecturally
unremarkable historic buildings in Los
Angeles'Little Tokyo district, ".We need

to keep them: our children must know
what we went through,"
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\7omen Pavement Dwellers
Organtze for Housing in India
Sheila Patel

Registered in 1984, by a group of so-
cial workers, researchers, students,
doctors, and other professionals, the
Society for Protection of Area Recourse
Centres (SPARC) has aimed to explore
new forms of partnerships with the
poor in their quest for equity and social
justice. 1We believe that the poor can
and must organize themselves and de-
velop skills to sustain their organiza-
tion. For this, they need a physical,
emotional, and social space to pool
their human resources and learn from
each other. Area Resource Centre
(ARC) is the term we have coined to
describe such a space. \We at SPARC
aim to create, strengthen, and develop
such ARCs.

From the beginning, we made sure
that the poor identified the issues to be
taken up in the course of our work.
The communities we worked with or-
dered the priorities of the issues we
tackled. 'S7e formulated certain guiding
principles for our work:

. beginning dialogue with the
poorest;

. focusing on collective perceptions
rather than individual;

. starting with practical explora-
tions.
'S7hen we began in 1984, India had

just gone through a decade of intensive
urbanization. This led to a massive
proliferation of slum and pavement
settlements in the cities. Because India
was perceived essentially as a land of
villages, most developmental interven-
tion had been in rural areas, where
Non-Governmental Organizations had
worked with people movements on
land and related issues. There were

relatively few NGOs working with the
urban poor.

SPARC wanted to create a process
whereby NGOs could work with poor
communities in cities ro ensure equity
in the distribution of resources. It also
hoped to create mechanisms which
would help migrants form organiza-
tional networks to help them in times
of crisis or meet their survival needs.

Pavement dwellings are seemingly
makeshift structures built on sidewalks.
In Bombay, the plight of pavement
dwellers is most obvious and yet the
least acknowledged. They are the most
vulnerable and yet invisible section of
the urban poor.

In our work with them we wanted
to ensure that :

o the poorest are acknowledged
. demonstrate that if a strategy

worked for them it would work for
other poor communities

. show that by creating the nucleus
of an urban movement with the
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poorest and worst off population,
other groups of the urban poor
could also rally in solidarity.
Within any vulnerable group,

women bear the brunt of deprivation.
Alrhough they create innovative means
of survival using available resources,
their unique role has rarely been fully
acknowledged either by the community,
by NGOs, by the State, or even by the
women themselves.

Because women play a crucial role
in existing community problem solving
processes, we feel that their involve-
ment must be central in designing alter-
native solutions and strategies and
executing them.

A year after we started our work,
the Supreme Court of India handed
down a landmark judgement in what
is known as the "pavement dwellers
case," which gave the Bombay Munici-
pal Corporation (BMC) the right to
evict pavement dwellers and demolish
their houses. The court held that al-
though people had a right to life, they
could not live on pavements or roads.
It added, however, that the BMC should
only take steps after giving people
adequate notice and providing them
an alternative.

This judgement highlighted the fact
that there were no easy solutions to the
problems facing pavement dwellers.
An answer would only emerge if all the
actors involved-the communities, the
city authorities and the State-could
work toward a solution. It was at this
point, a watershed in many ways in the
life of the city, that SPARC formulated
its role, functions and strategy.

The women from pavement settle-
ments stated categorically that secure
shelter was their main priority. Secure
habitat would be the first step in any
process aiming to move people out of
poverty.

Between 1986 and 1987,we
worked with 600 women from seven
pavement settlements and explored all

aspects related to the issue of secure
shelter. In the process, we educated
ourselves about land development
planning, housing norms, construction
standards and materials, developing a

Housing Training Process which was
rooted within the community.

This training strengthened the
internal organization of these settle-
ments, created structures, leadership
collectives and problem-solving fo-
rums. The most powerful, and
far-reaching outcome of this exercise
was the development of our own house
model and settlement plan.

Savings groups for housing were
started, construction skills were ac-
quired and on the foundation of these
two simple things, we sought to build
a movement of the urban poor with a

central focus on secure shelter.
Mahila Milan (MM), which means

"women together" was the name the
six hundred women from pavement
settlements decided to call themselves.
These women had become strong, con-
fident, and articulate as a result of their
training. \7hile they sought to
strengthen their own work, they also
began to connect and share experiences
with other settlements. Today MM in-
cludes women from settlements in
Bombay and other cities.

National Slum Dwellers Federation
(NSDF) was started in the mid 1970s
by slum leaders from several cities who
wanted to participate in policy discus-
sions affecting the poor. After observ-
ing SPARC and MM, they sought to
align themselves with this partnership.
As a result, several objectives were ful-
filled.

SPARC wanted to expand its work
while maintaining its focus on pave-
ment dwellers. It realized that unless
other groups of poor, who usually
ignore the pavement dweller's plight,
linked up with them, pavement dwell-
ers would continue to be isolated. On
the other hand, NSDF recognized the
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power of women's participation and
SPARC's advocacy as a major sustaining
factor of slum mobilization.

The roles of the three partners
evolved clearly: MM would be a net-
work of women's collectives from the
communities which were affiliated to
NSDF. The network would form
women's collectives, assist them to get
recognition and support from the settle-
ments, and train them in the skills they
would need to become central in the
community's decision-making process.

NSDF would organize and mobilize
slum and squatter settlements to create
the social and political environmenr
needed for the poor to negotiate with
resource providing institutions. SPARC
would train, educate, advocate and
lobby to set up this process, and when
the resources were made available, MM
collectives, on behalf of their settle-
ments, would administer and manage
these resources.

Our involvement with street chil-
dren began in 1988, when SPARC under-
took a survey of those children who are
roofless and rootless in the city of Bom-
bay. Mahila Milan and the Federations
felt a strong bond with these children.

Rather than try and constrain them
in an environment which is hostile to

their needs, a more effective strategy of
allowing them to form their own loose
federation evolved. This could then link
up with the SPARC-NSDF-MM parrner-
ship. The children decided to call this
federation "Sadak Chaap," which liter-
ally means the stamp of the street.

The main problem these children
face is the lack of a safe place to sleep.
This problem has been temporarily
solved by allowing the Byculla resource
center to be used as a night shelter.
Members of the federations try and help
the children to deal with the police and
get medical care.

People learn most effectively from
peers through an experiential methodol-
ogy. This is doubly true for women.
Teaching refines and sharpens
self-learning and improves articularion.

The Housing Training was based
on the concept that the issues of women
and shelter are linked rogerher in that
women understand best the design of
their own home. In the training, women
began by evaluating, with the help of
architects, how they had utilized the
space in their own home and the ratio-
nale behind it. Then they moved on to
question which of these elements needed
to be changed, and how these changes
could be brought about given the con-
straints of costs and availability of
space. In other words, how could they
optimally utilize resources available to
them in planning their homes.
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Large numbers of women were
involved in the process of designing
houses. Life-size model houses were
constructed out of cardboard, wood,
cloth, and sometimes even concrete, so

that people could go inside and get a

feel of the alternative. Other members
of the community inspected these mod-
els and finally selected the best design.
The women had to explain their
designs, not only to their peers, but
also to government officials and other
professionals.

In order to reduce the costs of con-
struction and ensure that everyone un-
derstood the dynamics of "pucca"
housing, it was recommended that the
women contribute labour. Those who
showed a potential for this sort of
work would get more involved. For
women, this process had many ben-
efits. Many of them who had previ-
ously earned very little now received a

minimum wage. Once the skill was ac-
quired, they would benefit in the job
market. Since the women were in
charge of material themselves, there
was no question of wastage or theft,
and correct amounts of cement were
used. This also had implications for
long-term maintenance.

In poor settlements, the absence
of toilets for women has become an
urgent issue. Because women have been
told that such facilities can only be pro-
vided by the State, they have resigned
themselves to the fate of existing with-
out them.

Mahila Milan became involved in
the issue of toilets when they were
working on settlement design. They ob-
served that the existing large blocks of
municipal toilets were dirty and inad-
equate mainly because they were 1o-

cated too far from the houses. Ratios
of households to toilets greater than
4:1 were common. Moreover, the cur-
rent toilets were constructed of inferior
material, often blocked and dysfunc-
tional. Children were often pushed

aside, since they had to compete for the
same toilets as the adults, and squatted
outside, thus soiling the area around
the toilet.

In designing an alternative, the
women felt strongly that the quality,
design and ratio of toilets must be im-
proved.
facilities

The special need for children's
, must also be considered.

The first actual construction
started in Bombay. Federations in
Kanpur, Bangalore, Madurai and
Cochin initiated similar processes. The
land and cost of construction is borne
by the State while the women contrib-
ute labor, supervise the construction,
and manage the toilets on completion.

Most poor women constantly re-
quire sources of credit to meet their
daily crisis needs. Given the lack of re-
source availability, they either borrow
from each other, or else fall prey to
exploitative money lenders who charge
extortionate interest rates. Mahila
Milan felt that this was one area they
needed to tackle collectively.

The crisis credit scheme emerged
out of the housing training process, in
which women analyzed both their im-
mediate and long term monetary needs.

Money was put aside in the bank for
their shelter requirements, and a pact
was made not to withdraw from this
amount. Instead, they created another
pool of their daily savings, which
would serve their daily monetary
needs.

The actual process was surpris-
ingly simple: Every settlement identi-
fied one woman per 10-15 households
who assumed the responsibility of visit-
ing them to undertake all monetary
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transactions-deposits, loans and re-
payments, both for the housing savings
in the bank as well as the Mahila
Milan Crisis Credit Scheme.

Each of rhese representatives was
part of a Committee, which was in
charge of loan disbursements. Each
group developed its own rules of lend-
ing and repayment. The crucial factor
was that money. could be given out at
any time, since it was handled entirely
by the women of the community.

The scheme was launched by
Mahila Milan in Byculla. As they vis-
ired other sertlements, many groups in
Bombay and other cities in India felt it
addressed their needs and adopted the
scheme. Although the actual amounts
may be modest, this scheme has a stra-
tegic value in that it not only fulfills ba-
sic community needs, but also trains
women to handle monetary transac-
tions. This saving is visible to the entire
community and has affected the equa-
tion between the men and women. The
records of loan repayments maintained
have become the basis on which
women apply to banks and financial
institutions for further loans.

For the poor, ration cards not only
provide access to cheaper food and
fuel, but also serve as a means of iden-
tification in the city. Every citizen of

India has a right to a ration card; it is
only a question of whether it is tempo-
rary or permanenr. In the past it had
been difficult for individual families to
understand the bureaucratic procedures
involved in obtaining ration cards.

\When groups of women put in
their application collectively, not only
did they find that they obtained ration
cards, but they also succeeded in hav-
ing them issued in the women's names!
The main stumbling block, namely an
"official" permanent address, had been
overcome by convincing the ration of-
ficers that the pavement dwellers were
not a transient population.

After women had held a temporary
card for five years, the officers were
even willing to issue permanent cards.
Today the street children have also
been granted ration cards by the au-
thorities, since the Mahila Milan
women have provided an address,
which is a prerequisite. This has been
a major breakthrough for the Sadak
Chaap federation.

'Women are centrally involved in
issues related to the home and commu-
nity. However their contribution tends
to be invisible and taken-for-granted.
In order to bring about meaningful
change this contribution needs to be
made visible. 'Women need the skills,
support, and resources to intervene in
formalized structures. If this is not
taken up consciously, women tend to
abdicate their role and the men then
assume positions of leadership.

Involving women is both a means
as well as an end. It is a means, because
it ensures sustainability and practical
solutions. It is an end because giving
women recognition and equality en-
sures them a rightful place in the social
fabric. By strengthening what women
do and getting recognition for its use-
fulness by men, the women grow both
individually and collectively and be-
come an invaluable asset to the com-
munity.
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The New International Style:
It Matters 'SThere You Are
Christine Killory, RIBA, Associate AIA

The notion of the Pacific Rim is at once
mesmerizing and exhausting, its rheto-
ric overworked by advertising agencies
all along the S7est Coast as trade mis-
sions are dispatched to exploit the
emerging markets of the diverse coun-
tries that form its circumference. The
current San Diego edition of the Pacific
Bell White Pages contains listings for
sixteen different "Pacific Rim" entities,
selling everything from computer prod-
ucts and financial services to property
management and HVAC systems. En-
trepreneurial enthusiasm about the
Pacific Rim reflects both the traditional
American optimism about the future
and an equally unshakable belief that
somehow there is a profit to be made
out of it. It is something of a clich6 to
complain that the world has been re-
duced to global Blockbuster franchises
and quite unfashionable to wonder
about the technological revolution
roaring ahead, the social and economic
consequences of which have barely
been examined.

Although the geologic configura-
tions which surround it include the
coastlines of four continents, the
Pacific Rim is most frequently invoked
to describe commerce between North
America and East Asia's rapidly devel-
oping economies. A common widely
perceived effect of this new commercial
dynamic is that instantaneous global
telecommunication and computer net-
works will overthrow the ancient tyr-
annies of time and space. Whether one
likes it or not, it follows that there will
be less need for national cultures or

cities, less privacy, and fewer jobs.
Companies will have no headquarters
so office buildings will be obsolete;
workers will live where they like, the
office staff can be on the road, and
everybody will stay in touch via fax
machines and electronic mail. Although
newspapers and local news broadcasts
are overwhelmingly dominated by
what is happening in their immediate
vicinity, the belief that advanced tech-
nology will eventually erase the contin-
gencies of geography is widely shared.

In architecture too these efforts to
break free of space and time on the
Pacific Rim are being noisily promoted
by firms grateful to discover expanding
markets when there is a shrinking
demand at home. Through a sort of co-
lonialism by contract, the kind of huge,
slick, bland developments that have
done so much to erode the public con-
fidence in the profession over the past
few decades can be designed for ex-
port, often at the expense of indigenous
cultures, other systems of aesthetics,
and building traditions centuries old.
The optimistic argument goes like this:
"The only real assurance of character
and individuality in the modern world
is good architecture. The late 20th cen-
tury no longer provides the world with
the opportunity for diversity and to en-
force it merely produces pastiche. Au-
thenticity is dead, and is being replaced
by architecture with universal value."

If architecture is, among other
things, a portable skill, can a sem-

blance of cultural identity be main-
tained or must it inevitably be sacri-
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The Vorld Gamepconceived by Buckminster Fuller, uses simulated enactment{n a giant Dymaxion
Air-Ocean World map--of global transactions based on scientific, economic, and cultural facts to "make
the world work for 100 percent ofhumanity, in the shortest possible time, through spontaneous
cooPeration, without ecological offense or disadvantage to anyone." Courtesy, World Game InstituterM.

ficed to the historic melting por? Is rhe
fact that the same buildings can be effi-
ciently churned out anywhere in the
world something to celebrate? Can jet-
lagged architects simultaneously pro-
duce excellent architecture, be respon-
sive to national needs and exploir rheir
expertise on a worldwide scale?

Architecture has spent most of past
century grappling with these issues.

Practicing architecture in a borderless
world still holds the same contradic-
tions. The clash between global ambi-
tions and local traditions has bedeviled
modernism since its beginnings, insepa-
rable from the dream of an architecture
that could be produced anywhere on
demand.

When the Modern Movement was
promoted as the International Style by
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Henry Russell Hitchcock and Philip
Johnson in 1.932, the emphasis on
"style" sustained the illusion that a set
of visual formulae could be picked up
anywhere and applied like packaging.
The black and white photographs in
their book of buildings from all over
the world fostered the appearance of
homogeneity, blurring important dif-
ferences, and obscuring troublesome
disparities.

Yet, the continuing vitality of
modernism, then and now, has always
been ensured by things that do not fit
the local vernacular style from which
modern architecture draws and to
which modern architecture contributes.
The main reason for this is that history
and culture count. 'Sfhat something be-
comes depends very much on where it
began and where it is, the weight of
time and space, and of physical sur-
roundings. The burdens of history and
culture are greater than any earth-
bound technology is likely to lift: archi-
tecture at its best is their creature of
space and time, not independent of
them. Architectural diversity can flour-
ish where national identity is little
more than a loose organizing frame-
work, when architecture is pursued
with the intent of cultural advance-
ment, not merely to increase the for-
tunes of some multinational corporate
entity.

These days, North America is set
apart from much of the Pacific Rim by
an undeniable perception that the pub-
lic has had enough of large architec-
tural solutions, and the consensus of
opinion has lately come down rather
more on the side of diversity than the
homogeneity and assimilation associ-
ated with the melting pot. People are
suspicious of grand gestures, or at least
unwilling to pay for them. Instead, in-
formation technology has replaced
buildings and structures as objects of
wonder. It is not accidental that these
developments come at a time when

Americans are beginning to explore
their own tangled cultural roots.

The contemporary built environ-
ment in California, where the newest
immigrants to the United States main-
tain personal and financial ties to their
homelands with fax machines, e-mail,
and instant bank transfers is not toler-
ant of crude bulk or vast schemes. The
process-and merchandising-of inno-
vation is more analogous to the sophis-
ticated development associated with
the world of high technology. For ex-
ample, homes designed to appeal to
Asian Americans are based on tradi-
tions originating from the ancient
Chinese tradition of feng sbui, a mtx-
ture of astrology, Taoism, and philoso-
phy which literally translates as "wind
and water." There are dozens of new
books explainiog feng shui to Ameri-
cans. W'here immigrants formerly
adjusted to America, America is now
beginning to adjust to immigrants.

It used to be that only corpora-
tions were global; now people are
global. People used to live in neighbor-
hoods in cities and never leave them.
Now this isn't even true of countries.
Technology is slowly making the world
seem smaller, but nothing gets better
magically because of technology.

Some of the development now
taking place in China, Southeast Asia,
and Oceania resembles in speed, scale
and quality the "visionary" proiects
of urban renewal that decimated
American cities some decades ago.
\fhole neighborhoods were cleared
and rebuilt or destroyed by freeways
in an effort to bring on the new
technology. \7e have since learned to
our sorrow how very difficult it is to
reassemble a community once it has
been broken up. \fith traditional
forms of settlement breaking down,
where we are-how we live, what
our neighbors do, the social glue of
personal relations-matters more
than ever.
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Bailando por la costa sur

lgnasio Fernandez

Ignasio Fernandez spent three years traveling from Los Angeles to the foot of Chile sketching, painting,
talking, dancing, and writing his impressions of the Latin Rim. His bilingual notebooks record the iourney
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'Were the Cathedrals \7hite?

Michael'Woo

The 2nd Annual AIA National Diuer-
sity Confer ence-" Building Bridges :
Diuersity Connections" 

-brougbt 
to-

gether architects from many regions
and disparate life experiences. Forging
links betueen design professions, the
conference addressed the diuerse cul-
tural contexts that will define the next
century. Excerpted bere is the keynote
address by former Los Angeles City
Councilman Michael'Woo, now'V{est-
ern States Director of the the Corpora-
tion for National Seruice. Woo brings
to bear on issues facing us today les-
sons from his experience as an urban
planner and political leader.

'We are entering a very strange time at
the end of the millennium. Many things
are ending while others emerge, and
there is a high degree of uncertainty
and anxiety for people in all walks of
life. \7e increasingly see traditional
institutions struggling to retain power,
out of touch with the changing demo-
graphics of the population. This results
in inevitable tensions or conflicts be-
tween the changing populations and
the people who retain the power.

Looking at the big picture and try-
ing to respond to what seems to be a

growing trend towards individual
responsibility or private solutions as

opposed to public solutions, I imagine
that architects and other "large vision"
professionals who might otherwise fa-
vor a collective public sector approach
may become disheartened, narrow their
focus, and concentrate on doing good
work in their specific practice, hoping
that the bigger picture will somehow
take care of itself. When individuals try
to ignore the bigger picture, social real-

ity has a way of intruding upon the
private enclaves nonetheless.

As Paul IJTilliams, the distinguished
Los Angeles architect who practiced
during the golden era of Hollywood,
wrote, "I am an architect. Today, I
sketched the preliminary plans for a

large country house which will be
erected in one of the most beautiful
residential districts in the world, a dis-
trict of roomy estates, entrancing vis-
tas, and stately mansions. Sometimes
I have dreamed of living there. I could
afford such a house. But this evening,
leaving my office, I returned to my old,
small, inexpensive home in an unre-
stricted, apparently undesirable section
of Los Angeles, because I am a Negro."
The man who designed Perino's restau-
rant and additions to the Beverly Hills
and Ambassador Hotels, who had
movie stars as clients and friends, still
had to deal with a part of collective
reality that he could not get away from
no matter how successful he became as

an individual professional.
Race is iust one part of the social

problem of exclusion. One could iust
as easily tell other stories, perhaps the
stories of women architects who have
had to balance professional goals with
the personal burdens imposed by a

society that places upon women an un-
equal share of family responsibilities.
One can see similar problems for gay
and lesbian architects who are still
being shunned, who are still not being
treated like everyone else.

I was startled when I reviewed the
materials for the Diversity Conference
and realized the limited number of
women and minorities who are practic-
ing in the architecture profession or
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who are members of AIA. Looking at
these numbers, I imagined two possi-
bilities: either the backgrounds of
people entering the field are not thar
diverse, or the diverse population of
students who are coming through the
schools don't think that the profession
offers them opportunity or that the
AIA is responding to their needs.

This comes back to the larger
picture: In a world where so much is
changing, it is a great challenge for
institutions like the American Insti-
tute of Architects to address the needs
of an increasingly diverse population.
'What can a professional association
do? What can individuals who are ac-
tive in the profession do, to bring tra-
ditional institutions more into touch
with social reality? As an outsider to
your profession, but an outsider who
responds to the combination of ideal-
ism and creativity that originally
drew many of you to architecture,
allow me the liberty to put some
ideas on the table.

First of all, I recognize thar rhere
are in fact significant changes going on
within the American Institute of Archi-
tects. There are at least some African-
Americans and women rising to posi-
tions of leadership. The Diversity
Conference includes member architects
in discussion of these issues. Perhaps
the AIA can explore what can be done
to show not only that the American
Institute of Architects will address
common professional issues, but that it
is going to address larger questions and
respond to specific social impacts on
members who may feel that the AIA is
not concerned about their needs.

The obvious issue on the front
burner is affirmative action: The re-
peal of affirmative action rules would
remove the only leverage out there
with which to pressure those who oth-
erwise feel most comfortable doing
what they have always done, the only
leverage to force them to open up the

doors of opportunity to others who
traditionally have been excluded.

In my own thinking on the subject,
I have gone through a transition. A year
ago, before I had thought very much
about this issue, I tended towards a

pragmatic position. As a Democrat, I
realize that Republicans are going to
use the affirmative action issue to drive
a wedge between white and non-white
parts of the traditional Democratic
Party constituency. Therefore, I
thought, "How can we come up with a

compromise that doesn't divide us but
still deflects the attack on affirmative
action programs?" For the last year I
have looked for opportunities to com-
promise, and I have gradually come to
the conclusion that we cannot compro-
mise on this issue. That is, we can't sat-
isfy the goal of opening up the doors of
opportunity to people who have been
excluded while at the same time appeas-
ing those who don't want either the
heavy hand of government or any other
heavy hand to force contractors or gov-
ernments or others who have money
and contracts to change their way of
doing business. So my views have
shifted from a desire to be pragmatic to
a more idealistic view about what our
sociery really should be like and what
institutions should be doing to open up
the doors of opportuniry to all. I urge
you to foster that discussion.

As an Asian American, I am taking
the responsibility to talk to Asian-
American groups on the subject. When
I recently spoke to an Asian-American
audience at San Francisco State, I said
to the students, "Look, if the predic-
tions are true regarding the University
of California system, the reversal of
affirmative action would unleash Asian
enrollment; it may become 35 percent,
45 percent, 55 percent, or higher. What
are you going to do when there's a

backlash, when there are people who
are wondering'Why is a group that
makes up 10 percent of the California
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population monopolizing such a huge
percentage of our tax-supported insti-
tutions?"'

Sometimes, Asian Americans will
assert that merit and academic accom-
plishment are the main reasons that
Asian Americans comprise such a dis-
proportionately large percentage of the
University of California student body.
But I would respond by pointing out
that in a superheated political environ-
ment, self-serving claims of superiority
will not serve our community well. I
have been trying to find ways to spread
the message to Asians that we are part
of a larger community, that we have
responsibility to share resources within
that community, and that maximizing
our own position is not what's best for
the overall society or us within it.

In your role as professionals, you
have opportunities to go out and talk
to people. It's not going to be simple.
There are going to be winners and
there are going to be losers, but, in the
midst of all this thunder and lightning
about affirmative action, we must
reach some understanding that we are
all part of a larger society, that we have
an ethical responsibility to share the re-
sources of that society in a responsible
way. Think about that when you try to
redefine the role of professional archi-
tects and the AIA in advocating for
more issues.

Second, the AIA can do a lot to
recognize the accomplishments of indi-
viduals or firms that are addressing the
unmet needs of professionals, and in
particular the architectural profession.
In a recent conversation with a partner
in a large corporate architecture firm
who happens to be a woman, she ex-
plained the problems facing women ar-
chitects feeling pressured to put in a lot
of hours on the iob, and on the other
hand having family responsibilities to
deal with. I asked her to tell me one or
two architecture firms that have pio-
neered some kind of solution, such as

job sharing, to lighten the burden on
women or men who bear family re-
sponsibilities. She said, "I can't." She

couldn't think of one. Obviously this
dilemma has resulted in many women
architects either being self-employed,
working in smaller firms, or staying at
lower levels in large firms, rather than
competing on the terms their male col-
leagues accept at the expense of their
family life. The AIA can encourage
firms to be innovative and recognize
those who are willing to take a chance,
to absorb some of the economic cost of
addressing the needs of a significant
number of members of the profession.

Third, the AIA can promote the
role of architecture in transforming the
urban environment. SThen I was on the
Los Angeles City Council, I worked
with the Museum of Contemporary
Art, which was planning a retrospec-
tive exhibit on the Case Study Houses
of the post war period. In addition to
the museum exhibition itself, MOCA
proposed a design competition for a

new multi-family project faithful to the
spirit of the Case Study Houses. Adele
Santos was chosen as the architect, and
the Los Angeles CRA came up with
financing and land. It took about seven
years, but the La Brea-Franklin project
finally got built. This is an example of
how the architecture profession actu-
ally creates something that is sitting
there on a corner for people to see, and
shows that affordable, multi-family
housing does not have to be a blight on
the community. It does not have to be
a center of gang activity. It can actually
be more attractive and better designed
than most of the market-rate housing
built up around it.

Fourth, I think that there is an im-
portant role for architects and the AIA
can play in educating the public. The
purpose of architecture school should
not be only to create great architects,
but to train future clients as well. No
matter how great the architects are,
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they won't do much good if the they
don't have clients who are willing to
pay for the quality of work that archi-
tects are capable of doing. The AIA can
remind the news media of its responsi-
bility to educate the public about the
built environment. This requires press-
ing the major metropolitan newspapers
for coverage about architecture. If you
don't have a design critic who appears
regularly in your paper, you must fighr
for one.

Finally, to the growing number of
women and minority architects, I want
to stress the importance of not accept-
ing the role of victim. Do not accept
outsider status within tbe profession.
Fight the tendency to think of yourself
as a victim or an outsider. Find ways to
form coalitions with other people, to
help other people who are in the same
situation.

A couple of years ago I gave a talk
to an Asian-American student group in
the Chicago area. I was being driven
around by the president of the student
organization. She was Chinese, a senior
who had just been admitted to medical
school for the fall. She had been en-
couraged to become a doctor ever since
she was two years old. As we were
driving around Chicago, she said to
me, "I think I'm changing my mind; I
don't want to be a doctor anymore.
And I don't know how to tell my par-
ents." I suggested that there were
zillions of Asian-American doctors in
Chicago many of whom have gone
through the same kind of anxieties, and
she might try talking to one. "Are you
kidding?" she reacted. I suspect that
what she was saying about Chinese
doctors in Chicago is also true of Chi-
nese architects, engineers, other profes-
sionals, and I suspect it is true not only
of Chinese. A certain detachment srarts
to develop as you strive to excel in a
profession, some of it encouraged by
the profession itself: It's possible to for-
get where you came from when you

want to do a good job, you want to
make money, you want to get ahead,
and you've got to work long hours. We
need to find ways to establish contacr
and continuity between the people who
have made it, the people who are mak-
ing it, and the people who haven't
made it yet. This crosses ethnic lines.
It crosses generational lines. But many
of the people who are still on the out-
side feel very discouraged, lonely,
hopeless, because they experience a
lack of support. This is precisely why
we must seek each other out, support
each other, and build supporr into new
institutional mechanisms. On this note,
I commend the AIA for supporting the
national conferences on diversity, and
I commend you for taking the time to
focus on broader issues about your
profession and about our society.

Let me close with a story from an-
cient times. A man was walking down
the street in an ancient city, and he
spotted a huge construction sire. He
walked down to the site and saw hun-
dreds of construction workers. He
walked up to one worker and said,
".What are you doing?" The first con-
struction worker said, "I'm cutting
stone." The man walked on to the next
construction worker and asked, "'S7hat
are you doing?" The second worker
said, "I'm mixing mortar." The curious
man kept walking and asked another
worker, "'What areyou doing?" The
third construction worker said, "I'm
building a cathedral."

There is a natural tendency
concenrate on the immediate task of
the week, day, or hour and fail to see
the big picture. Remember that you're
not just cutting stone, you're not just
mixing mortar, you're actually building
a cathedral. If we can keep that cathe-
dral in sight, it gives us hope that in
spite of the obstacles, the slowness, the
seeming unwillingness of others, there
is a larger structure that we are all try-
ing to build.
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Architects J,r*p Around
Michael Rotondi, AlA,lohn Kaliski, AlA, Charles Jencks

Architecture California 17 :1 included
excerpts from Cbarles Jencks's new
book The Architecture of the Jumping
Universe ( Academy Editions, 199 5 ).
Micbael Rotondi and John Kaliski
engage Jencks in this excelpt from an
edition of "Tbe Politics of Cuhure,"
broadcast on KCR'W (89.9 FM), Na-
tional Public Radio's Southern Califor-
nia station at Santa Monica College.

Charles Jencks
The Architecture of the Jumping Uni-
uerse advances the idea that we are ex-
periencing a paradigm shift in science
and culture, coming fundamentally
from cosmology and to a degree reli-
gion. The new paradigm explains the
activity of the universe as much more
dynamic than the passive mechanism
depicted by modern theorists such as

Newton and the scientists coming from
Newton. The universe is seen as un-
folding, and jumping. Newton thought
of the universe as a clock. The model
that I-along with many cosmologists
and other scientists-am proposing is
that it's much more generative.

That in a nutshell is what I argue
in this book, and I believe it will have
profound implications not only for ar-
chitecture, but also for religion and the
other arts. It has large implications for
the politics of culture .

Michael Rotondi
In all of your writings, you've talked
about the culture of architecture, but
you've also placed architecture in the
broader context of what we call "hu-
man culture." How does architecture
determine human culture as well as af-
fect human culture?

Charles Jencks
Architecture used to be called the
"mother of the arts." She was seen as

bringing together painting, stained
glass, craftsmanship-everything.
'Why? 

Because architecture represents
our place in the universe, our deep
spiritual and scientific ideas.

Jobn Kaliski
You begin the book talking about the
traditional idea of architecture as a

woman, and by the end of the book the
model of the architect is basically pa-
ternalistic. But the architect is seen as a
paternalistic figure that takes in the
world, interprets it, and creates a vision
for the world. I would define that
model as a modernist idea of the archi-
tect, and what strikes me is that the
model itself may jump as the paradigm
shifts again. Models that are emerging
may be more concerned with the nur-
turing role of the architect in society.

Charles Jencks
I argue in the book that God as "the
architect of the universe" was the
Christian idea. You often see God de-
picted in the 13th century bible with
architect's instruments. Plato said that
God is the great architect of all things.
And the Christians took this over. The
problem with this is that it's a male
god making things. In this book I say,
"well, the great new model that's
emerging from these sciences accounts
for things not only being made, but be-
ing gestated." They're nurtured, and so

the female role is on a par with the
making of things. This is really hard
for architects, isn't it? To think about
gestating, rather than making?
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Tbe World as a Blender, Axel Scheffler. Letter from Australia.

Micbael Rotondi
John, how would some of those
thoughts apply to the perception of the
city, the conception of the city, and ul-
timately imagining how to reconstruct
the city?

Jobn Kaliski
The principal of self-organization that
Charles points out in his book is some-
thing that, at least in terms of the his-
tory of the discussion of cities and ar-
chitecture, is pre-figured in rhe work of
Jane Jacobs from 1961,. In her book,
Tbe Death and Life of Great American
Cities, she very clearly talks about how
cities are very, very complex and cha-
otic organisms that have order within
chaos and that define success precisely
because they're complex and chaotic
and ordered all at the same time.

Michael Rotondi
How do you raise your comfort level in
the realm of uncertainty, which is the
world of complexity?

Jobn Kaliski
You can take information from every-
thing and then-as is mentioned in the
book-you can play with it. The act of
play with all of this information-not

only for yourself, but playing with
other people-actually becomes a way
in which comfort is established.

I think one of the things that's
been lost in modern architecture is that
its founders were all great players. The
people that were basically the second
and third and fourth generations-and
each successive generation-became
more corporate and rigid. They actu-
ally became focused on introducing
and selling formulas, as opposed to go-
ing out and talking to lots of people,
being engaged in the processes of cul-
ture and of everyday life, and then us-
ing those as the source of inspiration
for their work. !7hile I suspect I have a
somewhat different level of optimism
about whether or not you can literally
represent these sciences, I do firmly be-
lieve that accepting the process as part
of your work-which is a "becoming"
process-you can make incredibly cre-
ative leaps that can be very optimistic
and inspiring to people.

Michael Rotondi
There are certain terms that I think it
would be good to explore:
cosmogenesis, morphogenesis, and one
that is more commonly used, transfor-
mation-things changing.
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Charles Jencks
The Christian model and the modernist
model both thought the universe was
more or less static and eternal. Newton
believed that. Copernicus believed it.
It's interesting that right up to 1.929
Einstein himself-who developed the
view that, of course, overthrew it ulti-
mately-even believed that the universe
was constant and eternal and unchang-
ing. For 10 years, he put a factor in his
equations-he fudged his equations!-
in order to prove that the universe was
eternal. Then he came out here to Los
Angeles, looked through the telescope
with Hubbell, and saw that everything
was going away from him. Then he
said, "that's the greatest blunder of my
life, fudging the equations." The uni-
verse is cosmogenetic, it's expanding.
This is one of the most fundamental
ideas that we have, that the universe is
expanding, it's generative, it's creating
all the time. That's why I use the word
cosmogenesis, to bring that generative
quality out. How strange it is for our
mind set. If you have the wrong world
view, you can't even see where your
equations and your theories lead.

Micbael Rotondi
I think that there is a fundamental dif-
ference between controlling and nur-
turing, which is part of the paradigm
shift. The new world view realizes that
we aren't in control of everything, and
that all of the mysteries were here be-
fore we arrived. 'We're here to discover
the mysteries, as opposed to create the
mysteries. It's a curious position that
we work ourselves into when we think
everything outside of us is absolute and
immutable and fixed. \7e know that
there's constant change. Now we're re-
alizing that the entire universe is no dif-
ferent from us.

Charles Jencks
It's not only constant change. These
new sciences show detractors, or

strange attractors, or chaotic
attractors. There's still coherence, a

certain kind of order or organization.
After all, it's a universe. It holds to-
gether. It is this chaotic attractor that
allows for creativity and uncertainty.
But, nevertheless, order emerges.

Michael Rotondi
With regard to the question of static
versus dynamic, the old term "master
plan" was based in principle on being
able to come up with an idea for an en-
tire city or sector of a city that would
grow according to plan. We know that
isn't possible now.

John Kaliski
I don't believe there is any such a thing
as "planning" anymore, not because
we don't plan or don't design cities,
but because the professions of planning
and urban design have very little to do
with the way things are made on an ev-
eryday basis. The person who makes
things exists within a social and politi-
cal situation that is constantly emerg-
ing. The trick in the new city-the trick
in the cities of the future-is to use the
energy of people getting together to
make things, and then use the architect
(or the planner, or urban designer, or
landscape architect) as a medium by
which things emerge. It's very much a

bottom-up idea. Then the question be-
comes:'What are the overarching
forces? I think the overarching forces
of ecology and politics, for me at least,
are shaping practice in an emerging art
of making.

Charles Jencks
I argue that there is a role for the mas-
ter plan. Indeed, you need both top-
down and bottom-up organization.
You need both, and both should
change and be flexible. For me, they
should reflect the cosmogenetic uni-
verse, which is twisting, warping, and
jumping.
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Letters

Dear Editor,
The May 1995 issue (Yo1.17,

No. l) of Architecture California
should not only be "required reading"
for all of us. It should be quoted as a
role model for others to follow!

First of all, you start your editorial
with the Vitruvius definition that I
have posted on the wall in my office.
Then you go on to explain the Editorial
Board's planning of the issue and your
position regarding this, which seems so
logical that it should be widely held
and understood.

But we all know it is not. I person-
ally fault our profession as a whole for
not having done a better job in making
our potential clientele and the public at
large aware of the "kinds of things we
can and do do."

The majority of the articles (and
the superb sketches) are clear, enlight-
ening, and a pleasure to read. Perhaps
the absence of Big Time (Big Name?)
Architects has a lot to do with this
particularly good issue.

I do have a bone to pick. As a
bi-cultural person, I want to make a

few remarks, as follows:
a. The qualification and quantifi-

cation of Latinos is not valid. I can
understand a demographer like Estrada
doing this, but it opens the door to fur-
ther misinterpreration of the "group,"
thus perpetuating many of the old
myths.

b. Education (in all its meanings,
including a command of the official
language) continues to be the only
hope that Latinos will eventually make
their numbers count by voting. I do not
know whether I'll ever see this happen-
ing in my lifetime, but there is no other
answer!

Nelson Fay, AIA
Encino

Dear Editor,
Because of your preoccupation

with environmental protection, I am
sending you the conclusions of our
study. Urgent ecological and social
problems must be dealt with quickly in
order to avoid potential degradations
that will bring irreversible conse-
quences. 

.!7e 
have concluded that cities

must be reorganized: Linear Cities!
Gilles Gauthier, Architect

Montreal, Canada

Bianca Kovar, I pray you'Il find me in the
ureckage, 199 4. http:/ lburn.ucsd.edu.
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The Editorial Board of Architecture California seeks abstracts on the
topic of the future of the architecture profession. As we approach the
end of the century, Arcbitecture California will inevitably return in a

variety of ways to this theme. This edition of Architecture California,
to be published in May 1996, will address the evolving state of archi-
tecture practice, with particular consideration given to discussions of
the meaning of "traditional" practice, the role of the "professional,"
and the place of licensing as roles in the building and design industries
transform. Also, a focus will be exploration of the technological
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chitecture education needed to respond to these transformations. The
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